My Easy S10 Truck HHOO Hybrid Conversion!

The awesome power of
hydrogen and oxygen.
This free e-book was not made from
fiction, or with fiction in mind.
E-mail support has ended for this project!
Do not let this free e-book intimidate you, this process is as simple
as the first video I made, and the batteries making HHO gas!!!
I have organized the e-book to reflect all system changes from
the beginning of my story, and it is an ongoing project.
Anyone interested in this material should watch the videos and read
my free e-book at least twice before they spend any money.
This PDF was last updated on 6/1/09
All new e-book releases if any, will be on the first day of the month.
Any new updates will be in purple. All new e-book releases will be
14k to 56K modem and e-mail friendly! I hope this helps everyone.

Quick links to the e-book sections
Click on any of the links below to advance to that section of the e-book.
Greetings to all HHO & HHOO enthusiast!
1) The Warning Disclaimer
2) My Easy S10 HHOO Hybrid Conversion
3) New Modifications to the HHO system as of 5/3/08
4) I have done some very extensive testing to this HHO system
5) Better than 49.7% + MPG on this first test
6) Better than 75% + MPG on this second test
7) Better than 94% + MPG on this third test (new HHOO system)
8) I have permanently installed my professional HHOO gas cell in the passenger
compartment
9) Better than 61% + MPG on this fourth test with no EFIE
10) About electrolysis water PH and the perfect electrolysis water, rainwater.
11) I have reinstalled my EFIE for the another 20% + better MPG
12) Frozen winter HHOO cell test, and MPG results
13) Winterizing for my cell design, how to windshield washer mixes, and temperature
recommendations
14) Some of the calculations I have used to run an engine on HHO gas alone
15) What are the most common mistakes that you catch people making
16) Eddie, what is HHOO gas?
17) Why HHOO gas is real and works!
18) If you are not getting great HHOO or HHO MPG gains try this tests
19) Can I run my engine with 100% HHOO gas or HHO gas alone & no gasoline
Eddie?
20) Why have you not made a video of your tractor running on HHO like you
promised Eddie?
21) How can you get such high PSI pressure in a tupperware canister
22) How can I figure out how much gas I am producing
23) My easy $26.00 dollar HHO cell
24) Frequently asked questions section
25) Winter update! Old
26) New HHOO Cell section designed for 24/7 extended running
27) Everyone else can use this new HHOO cell design too
28) Examples for Pro HHOO cell plates in detail, water amount, amps used, service
intervals, and much more specs
29) How to make proper inline flash arrestors and flame suppressors.

Quick links continued
30) How to make a continuous 12 volt 24 amps DC self regulated power supply
31) HHOO or HHO Gas Hybrid, IRS Tax Rebate Info & Forms.
32) Small HHO cell warning & disclosure section!
33) 3 random gasoline stations tested for dispensing accuracy!
34) Now the ugly truth

My Easy S10 HHOO Hybrid Conversion
This PDF is to illustrate in great detail how I converted my 2000 / S-10 / 2.2 Liter engine with a 4
speed automatic overdrive transmission to run partially on hydrogen & oxygen (HHOO) gas. After
this conversion I have 15% + better engine power & performance, 94% plus better gas mileage after
my third documented MPG test and very clean emissions coming from the tail pipe.
I have done everything humanly possible to publish on this PDF the best and most accurate details
with high resolution photos & electrical schematics that I possibly could.
HHOO gas is something new I came up with experimenting on my own as of 5/21/08
All new changes, addendum's & my MPG test notes on the
HHOO system are at the end of the e-book.
I no longer poison as much the Earth, my neighbors children, the animals or my self.
Basically water now comes out of my tail pipe.
As you can imagine, this is all experimental and I reserve the right to change this information as I
find need to change things in the HHOO system. This PDF was originally created on April 24, 2008
and I will post promptly any revisions to the HHOO system with the revision date added to the
original publication date.

The Warning Disclaimer
***Warning***
HHOO & HHO are explosive gases
Improper electrical work can cause personal injury
and or damage to your vehicle.
If you decide to use these detailed notes & illustrations, you must use them at your own risk and
responsibility. You will be acting of your own accord. Otherwise do not use my HHO conversion
notes & illustrations! These notes and illustrations are only what I have done to convert my
personal vehicle to a hybrid, not a mechanics HHO gas hand book. I am not in any way responsible
for any work you do to your vehicle or anyone else’s if you decide to use my detailed story as an
HHO gas manual or as a substitution for labor by a certified automotive mechanic.
Do your own research to verify your work before you start any work or conversion. All information
illustrated here is my story and I do not want or expect anyone to follow them as every situation will
change greatly. Consult your mechanic before you do any work to your vehicle.

I do not guarantee you anything!
Use extreme caution & care, please, for your safety...

This is the truck I started with.

No room under the hood for my ambitions.
You must read the entire free e-book to get the many updates that have been done to this system, or
you will miss out on many important updates, findings and recommendations!

E-mail support has ended for this project!

63,728 original miles, very low miles for an 8 year old truck

At $3.50 per gallon for gasoline, I use about $15.00 per week. We don’t drive much
and occasionally go on long road trips.

This is the inline 30 amp fuse connection to the
positive wire coming from the battery at the fuse box.

E-mail support has ended for this project!

After the inline fuse, the positive wire continues to the HHO generator.

This positive wire goes to the positive connection of the HHO generator.

Here is the negative wire connected to the truck body.

All wire used for electrical connections was, stranded #10 copper wire
Able to carry high voltage & amperage long distances.
This negative wire goes to the negative connection of the HHO generator.

This is the HHO gas going in to the clean air side
of my air cleaner with a 1/4’ inch plastic fitting.

This clear hose comes from the HHO generator and connects to the plastic fitting at the air cleaner,
to inject the HHO gas into the engine.

E-mail support has ended for this project!

I used 1/4” inch inside diameter clear hose to run the
HHO gas from the generator, under the truck to the air cleaner.

This clear hose comes from the HHO generator and connects to the plastic fitting at the air cleaner,
to inject the HHO gas into the engine.

Here is a picture after completion of all connections under the hood

All wire & hose were carefully routed under the truck to the frame and fastened with plastic zip ties.
I kept the wire and hose a minimum of 6” inches away from moving or hot parts under the truck.
I did not make the zip ties very tight as this will restrict the gas flow. I used 1 zip tie to hold the wire
& hose every 2 feet under the truck or less.

This is a 30 amp switch installed next to the driver’s seat to turn on and off power to the HHO gas
generator. *Notice; this will power the HHO generator without the engine running.
Use extreme care if you go with the suicide switch!

The positive wire from the fuse connects to the switch and then continues to the HHO generator.
I drilled a hole through the truck floor and truck trim to install the suicide switch.
Use extreme care not to leave your HHO generator powered & making HHO gas when your engine
is off! I use an inverter at rear of truck, so I wanted 12 volt & 30 amp at rear of truck without the
engine running. I recommend an $8.00 dollar relay connected to the ignition that powers off your
system at the inline fuse if the engine is not running. It is cheap and much safer than a suicide
switch!

Here is the actual HHO generator.

This was made from totally non-magnetic 304 stainless steel. 4 plates 7 1/2” inches tall & 3 1/2”
inches wide. You can see that the plates are staggered to the sides for bolting them together to power.
You can substitute the SS push plates I used with any high quality non-magnetic stainless steel!
The plates that stick out to the right in the picture are the positive plates. Positive plates make
oxygen. The plates that stick out to the left in the picture are the negative plates. Negative plates
make hydrogen.
All the plates are bolted together with 2 plastic bolts & separated by 1/8” inch thickness of plastic
washers to prevent them shorting out & blowing the fuse. Each set of positive & negative plates are
connected with a stainless steel bolt and 2 nuts on either side of the connection.
2 nuts are used to keep a tight electrical connection to the plates. Any spark inside the HHO gas
generator while there is gas in the canister will cause a small to large flash explosion. You must
maintain a good connection to your stainless steel plates inside your canister at all times and you
should check this often.
The stainless steel HHO gas cell once assembled is installed to the canister through 2 holes that I

drilled in the canister. I used 4 stainless steel washers & 4 stainless steel nuts on each bolt coming
out of the canister & sealed the inside of the canister bolts with clear silicon.
The HHO gas cell rests on the bottom of the canister un-glued or bolted for easy service.
When I routed and used plastic zips to attach the wires to the under frame of the truck, I also routed
the hose at the same time. Then I drilled a larger weep hole at the rear cab / bed of the truck to bring
all three in to the rear cab / bed at the same time.
I installed a high voltage red alligator clip on the black positive wire. This is the wire from the inline
fuse in the engine compartment that was routed under the truck and comes through a weep hole in
the rear bed compartment of the truck.
I installed a high voltage black alligator clip on the white negative wire. This is the wire from the
truck body ground in the engine compartment that was routed under the truck and comes through a
weep hole in the rear bed compartment of the truck. I know that I could have taken the ground from
the rear cab area and not ran that long wire from under the hood but I wanted to maintain all the
connections under the hood for your visual benefit.
The canister is microwavable clear plastic and can stand boiling hot water. It is also a reservoir for
water and gas all in one. The canister is about 7 1/2” inches square by 9 1/2” inches tall. I have
three black marks on the tupperware canister from Ace.
1 - at 1” inch below the HHO gas out fitting = max fill line
1 - at 2” inches below the HHO gas out fitting = medium fill line
1- at 3” inches below the HHO gas out fitting = low fill line
The canister has a self sealing lid and I use 3 clips to hold the lid more securely and prevent
precious HHO gas loss.
The canister also has a plastic 1/4” inch plastic fitting for the HHO gas out, it is connected to the
other end of the hose that I routed under the truck from the air filter in the engine compartment.

Here are more pictures to help you understand all this.

The nuts do not touch any opposite polarity plates.
This is an optical illusion of the picture.
You can also cut small lengths of your clear hose into 1/8" inch thick pieces with scissors to make
your spacer to separate your plates. Saves you more cash on parts!

The nuts do not touch any opposite polarity plates.
This is an optical illusion of the picture.
The stainless steel plates are staggered to help in the recovery of electrons in the water.

E-mail support has ended for this project!

You will find a link to all the pictures I shot in zip format you can download free if you need more
visual references to help you understand what I have done.

Making HHO gas! It's alive!

Here is the standard electrolyte & amount I use.

This is a small spoon.
The amount of electrolyte you use directly affects the amount of amperage used and HHO gas
produced. Ideally you would want to use the minimum electrolyte & amperage needed to produce
only the HHO gas you need for an HHO boost.
I started with only plain Jane city tap water. I then slowly added electrolyte to the tap water to
prevent blowing the fuse. If you use too much table salt, your amperage will go up too high and you
will blow the fuse.
If this happens, that you blow your fuse, just empty your canister, refill it with clean tap water again
& try adding salt slower and in fewer amounts. Experiment as this is directly related to your canister
size and the amount of water it holds. You can also use as electrolyte besides table salt; baking soda
or vinegar. All are cheap and usually in your kitchen already. Research electrolyte and you will find
other chemicals that you can use. I like to keep it simple & environmentally sane.
I no longer use any electrolyte with HHOO gas! Read the whole book to get these updates!

Further information you will need & want to know.
The cell plates I show here are very large plates and produce about 3/5 fifths of a liter of HHO gas
per minute when cell is cold to about a 1 1/4 liter of HHO gas per minute after the cell has warmed
up. The cell takes about 5 to 7 minutes to warm up. That is a lot of HHO gas per minute for a little 4
cylinder motor.
The cell uses about 10 amps when the cell is cold and about 18 amps when the cell has warmed up.
This large cell does not run very warm, at 15 amps it runs about 105 degrees Fahrenheit.
I leave a good amount of air space in my canister. Less chance of water going into the hose. If water
does go in my hose, my configuration acts like a water trap as water will not go up hill.
Behind the canister and black plastic bed liner I have extra hose with a loop that goes up higher
than the canister then down the weep hole to stop water at the rear of the truck in the hose.
I also have extra wire there too. About 3 feet extra of both wire & hose.
Water in an HHO system like mine is not a problem as any water that does reach the clean air side
of the air filter canister will just drain out the bottom of the air filter canister. Not any more harmful

to the engine than driving at 60 miles per hour in a rain storm or a very humid day.
The large amount of space between the gas out fitting and the water in the canister serve as a HHO
gas reserve. The large canister also serves as a water reservoir. This cell takes just under 1 gallon of
water to the medium fill line. That will last quite some time.
My system has no spark arrestor to prevent flash back to the HHO gas generator. This is because the
injection point of the HHO gas is at the clean air side of my air filter, this causes good mixture of
HHO gas as the truck sucks air through the air filter and is more than 5’ feet away from any
potential flash or backfire that the truck could have. Not to mention that the flash would need to
travel through several compartments and turns to reach the injection point of HHO gas at the clean
air side of the air filter.
You need to consider your own situation and point of HHO injection carefully. If you inject HHO
gas within the proximity of a potential flash, you must use a flash back arrestor. They are easily
made with bronze wool from the hardware store or with a bubbler . Cheap insurance.
My HHO gas generating system was designed carefully and I took many things in consideration
when I built it. Flash backs, distances, efficiencies, amperages, temperatures, gas storage, water
reservoir and plenty of room to expand later if I needed to.
I always first start my engine and run it for about 1 minute, then power up the HHO generator.
I always turn off my HHO generator 3 or 6 blocks from my destination to use up the reserve HHO
gas in the air cleaner.
Ideally you want to make larger HHO cells than you need because then you will get all the HHO gas
you need and your electrical connections & water will run very cool to the touch. My connections
rarely run over 120 degrees Fahrenheit.
About gasoline. Todays gasoline has a minimum of 10% ethanol. Ethanol gives you less gas mileage
(MPG) and engine performance power. Not to mention some engines just hate that stuff and run
poorly with any amount of ethanol... Many people are very upset that they can no longer buy 100%
real gasoline! They are demanding for a recall of the mandatory 10% ethanol law recently enacted
by congress and the president! This law took effect just after Katrina the hurricane that devastated
New Orleans.

Here are left over materials to show you what
I used to build this HHO system.

I bought 2 commercial totally non-magnetic 304 stainless steel door push
plates and cut them in half. $12.50 each. These are .50 gauge. Thin plates!
You can substitute the SS push plates I used with any high quality non-magnetic stainless steel!
Take a magnet with you to go shopping for SS!

E-mail support has ended for this project!

Then there was the bolts, screws, nuts & washers.

All supplies were bought at my local Ace hardware because they are a 1 stop shop!
Bolts, nuts washers used
3 - stainless steel 3” inch long bolts at 3/16” thick
4 - stainless steel washers for above bolt
12 - stainless steel nuts for above bolt
3 – plastic bolts 2’ inches long at 3/16” thick
3 – plastic nuts for above plastic bolts
30 – plastic washers as spacers between plates
for above plastic bolts
No need for you to buy extra materials like I did!

Electrical supplies used
1 – 30 amp inline fuse holder
5 – 30 amp fuses for above fuse holder
1 – 30 amp 12 volt switch
Crimping type electrical fittings for the wire
ends to make good connections to switch
6 - Wire nuts for #10 copper wire
1 – Roll of electrical tape
30’ - feet of black stranded #10 copper wire
30’ - feet of white stranded #10 copper wire
2 – High voltage alligator clips
Plastic hose & fittings used
1 - beige lid tupperware 8 quart microwaveable canister
25’ - feet of 1/4” inch inside diameter clear hose
30 – 12” inch plastic zip ties
1 – Tube clear aquarium silicon
2 – Plastic 1/4” hose fittings for air filter and HHO gas out at the canister
The total I spent was $135.00 US this far.
All bought everything from an Ace hardware store.
Tools used
Drill
Drill bits
Extension cord
Wire cutters
Wire strippers
Pliers
Tin snips to cut stainless steel plates or metal hacksaw
Screw drivers
12 volt tester with light
(amp meter if you have one, to test your amperage usage)
Most 10 amp meters can reach almost 15 amps!

E-mail support has ended for this project!

New Modifications to the HHO system as of 5/3/08
I have added a 30 amp SPDT relay to power the HHO system down! It works off the fuel pump with
a 5 amp inline fuse to power the the suicide switch. All was wired in after the 30 amp fuse from the
battery. So after the 30 amp fuse I wired the relay as shown on the schematic below. From post 87 of
the relay to the positive terminal of the HHO generator I have the 30 amp switch and EFIE inline.

After much thought, I decided not to tempt destiny. For my wife's safety and the truck. She is the
primary driver and I did not want to take any risk of her being injured.
There is a story that I have not seen yet floating around the internet that tells of a man who did what
I did (no relay safety device) and he blew the block head off his motor and through the hood of his
vehicle after forgetting to turn off the HHO generator for a few hours and attempting to start the
motor.
No need to go there I thought and bada bing, I now have a relay that will only power the system if
the ignition key is turned to start the motor, it does not power the HHO system on the accessories key
position at the ignition. That said, this is great advice, I even took my self.
The cost of the 30 amp relay and all needed connectors, inline fuse & wire cost me under $20.00
dollars with less than 1 hour of my time to complete the job.
Sound advice, ITSTALL AN IGNITION POWERED SHUTDOWN RELAY!

After that, I bought after much research on the internet, an O2 sensor EFIE (electronic fuel injector
enhancer). This device counter acts the O2 sensors detection of all the extra oxygen in the exhaust
system of the truck. You will find a download link to a free schematic you can build yourself from
Radio Shack parts on my website too, if you choose not to buy one pre-made
In other words, the HHO gas enriches the air fuel burn mixture and injects oxygen with the
hydrogen. The trucks O2 sensor detects the oxygen, as a result, makes the computer on the truck
think that the engine is running too lean and the trucks computer compensates by telling the
injectors to inject more gasoline. The extra gasoline defeats the MPG that I am now working to
improve.
This is probably the most bang for my buck after my HHO generator was installed. It has given me
the control of the O2 sensor signal, that the truck gets at the computer. Therefore allowing me to tell
the computer of the truck that there is no need for the injectors to add more gasoline to the air &
fuel mixture. This allows for the HHO gas to work much better and improves my miles per gallon
burned. Bottom line is better MPG!
You do not need and EFIE to get great MPG gains, this is new info
and has been updated in the free e-book! See my no EFIE MPG test!

E-mail support has ended for this project!

Here is a schematic the website that sold me the EFIE list, to wire the device in to the HHO system.

You do not need and EFIE to get great MPG gains, this is new info
and has been updated in the free e-book! See my no EFIE MPG test!

Also here is a look at the actual single EFIE device I bought.

You do not need and EFIE to get great MPG gains, this is new info
and has been updated in the free e-book! See my no EFIE MPG test!
It is a very small device. I installed in the same place the suicide switch is and behind the trucks
trim. The EFIE device is powered when the switch is turned on. There is much information on the
websites that sell these type of devices. The forums there are a treasure chest of information I
needed to archive a serious 30% to 50% better MPG from my truck with an HHO system.
After the computer of my truck re-calibrates it's self I hope to be able to post impressive numbers, I
hope... Any changes in the engine fuel air mixtures requires at least 1 tank of gasoline to be used, to
re-calibrate the computer on todays modern computerized engines. This is why I have not posted any
hard numbers as things have been changing on the truck often.
I looked diligently on the internet for an EFIE device and will leave it up to you to do the same or
download the free schematic on my website and build your own.
You will also need the info from your EFIE vendor to install it. The cost for this single O2 sensor
circuit was $51.00 delivered. You will also need the info from your vendor about these sort of
devices. How they work. Why you need one. I decided not to build my own and buy a ready made
one.
I would like to add the EFIE I bought has also met my expectations. The device was calibrated
at 190 Milli amps. This is the signal the trucks computer now receives from the O2 sensor.
I needed to do some tweaking. I first started at 350 Milli volts on the new EFIE board and that set
off my check engine soon light, the error light on the dashboard after about 7 minutes of running

the engine and the HHO at the same time. All test were done with the engine and the HHO system
running and active. I used an ODB2 ($56.00 delivered, I have owned this a while) meter to reset or
erase the error codes and turn the dash light off and turned the EFIE board down to 300 Milli volts.
That set my dash light off again after 35 minutes. I again reset the error code with the ODB2 meter
from the trucks computer and turn the EFIE down to 250 Milli volts. This set off the dash light in 1
hour and 35 minutes again. I reset the error code again and turned the board down to 190 Milli
volts.
I have the EFIE board set at 190 Milli volts now with no dash error light coming on for hours and
running the engine and the HHO system all that time. I think the tweaking is done.
I fully expect that the MPG has gone way up now that the trucks computer is not thinking, that the
engine is running lean due to the oxygen detected at the O2 sensor and adding more fuel to the
mixture via the fuel injectors.

If you decide to try this HHO stuff at your own risk!
You will find a free PDF download for engine tunning with HHO gas on my web site it is free. This
will help you much and I highly recommend you download this PDF. If this does not help you with
your sensors for some strange reason then you will need to research your year and model engine on
the internet to see if an EFIE is what you need to tweak your engine to run HHO gas optimally.
First you need an HHO generator installed and I recommend that you find your HHO gas curve
and get better MPG results with HHO alone first before you spend any more money! Every engine is
a little different and you may not benefit from a EFIE! Some folks report that an EFIE on their
engine did absolutely no good to improve their MPG! Some report that a MAP sensor with a 100K
pot helped. You need to do much research first! Or waste money fooling around! I can only give the
facts on my 2000 S10 as I have.
I hope to post hard numbers soon on my miles per gallon used with the new EFIE & the new HHO
generator installed in this 2000 S10 Chevy truck!

E-mail support has ended for this project!

I have installed a miniature black plastic milk crate that is screwed to the truck bed
with 5 screws and the 2 bungee cords are used to hold the cell and lid tightly down and in place.

I paid $3.72 tax included for this miniature black milk crate at Kmart. It does a great job of holding
the container in place with the 5 screws that attach it to the truck bed and the 2 bungee cords keep
all that precious HHO gas going to the right place. My MPG!
The bungee cords, I had laying around for years.
No more clips, they were OK but this is a much nicer looking and secure setup.

Here are a few more pictures

This setup is still very easy to service.
Imagine if all motors that run with any kind of fossil fuel, used 50% less fuel...
Imagine if all motors that run with any kind of fossil fuel, used 100% HHO water fuel only.
Please people, help this information get out to the mainstream folks!
Tell your friends, neighbors and family circle!
Politicians are out for themselves and not us, if you have not figured that out yet!

I want the world to know, I am handing out flyer's free to people on the street.

The sign was a free gift from a business friend of my wife's.

E-mail support has ended for this project!

I have replaced my canister with another tupperware canister as of 5/11/08. I did this because the
canister you see in all the other photos was not keeping a good tight seal after many hours of use. I
went with the green lid type tupperware from the Martha Stuart line also from Kmart that has a
much better pressurized seal. Now the new canister can stand about 4 PSI as the other one would
only stand about 1 PSI. All I did was drill new holes and move the stainless steel cell & plastic fitting
over to the new canister and re-seal everything with clear silicone. My canister seal problems have
been solved!

This canister cost me another $8.00 dollars US.

Another modification I have made was to shorten the hose behind the bed liner. I have created a
water trap that you can see at all times. This is why the hose now is fastened to the truck above the
new canister. This made a great water trap for the system!

Here is another picture of the system as it stands today 5/11/08. These few changes have made a
huge difference to my HHO system. No more container gas leaks, funky looking clips and a great
water trap I can see at a glance in the rear of the truck! The system can now stand some good HHO
gas pressure for the long run to the air cleaner! I guess that the bouncing around and the heat from
the water would soften & pop open my other canister. I found this to be the case on numerous
observations of extended test on the road.

I will be installing soon, a check valve at the air cleaner hose side to conserve all my HHO gas in the
new canister and hose. This way my HHO gas canister & hose reserve will work as designed and I
will always have HHO gas ready even for a short trip. At this moment the canister holds 75% of it's
HHO gas even after 12 hours and I need only wait less than a minute for pure HHO gas to the air
cleaner injection point. The way it is now the hose looses the gas but the container only looses it
slowly, even after 12 hours of not running the HHO cell overnight. Check valve coming soon.
As a consequence of these changes I have been able to drop my amperage use dramatically. Now the
HHO system starts at 6 amps cold and I never allow it to pass 10 amps. The result is a much cooler
system in the temperatures, electrical connections and water.
I am also currently running vinegar as my electrolyte. I had a gallon of clear vinegar that I bought
to experiment with. The vinegar makes great gas and the only downfall I see using it is the amount I
need for good electrolyte conductivity. I am using 12 table spoons (not tea spoons) of vinegar to my

middle fill line or about per gallon of tap water.
I use only environmentally friendly electrolytes because what I pour down our drains today I will be
drinking tomorrow. I know that some other folks in the HHO community swear by drain cleaner as
the best. I personally think I need to keep the environment as my first responsibility. I choose to be
environmentally a good citizen first. Even before saving money!
As I have stated before, I did not do this just to save money and do not publish all this to make
money. The environment is my first priority!
This has been updated and is new info!
My new HHOO gas system uses no electrolyte and I no longer
recommend any electrolyte usage when ever possible!

Here is the 1/4" inch check valve I installed and I now have HHO gas on demand!

Another picture below

I only left 4" inches from the end of the check valve to the air cleaner without HHO gas. The system
is now under about .5 PSI at all times. From the check valve all the way back to the canister it is
now slightly pressurized. This affords me instant HHO gas on demand! No more waiting even for 1
minute for HHO gas to get to my air cleaner. This cost me less than $7.00 dollars US - shipped I
bought it on fleabay. This mod was completed on 6/8/08.

E-mail support has ended for this project!

I have done some very extensive testing to this
HHO system that I have not published until now.
I made many small HHO cells and experimented for many weeks - months. I used different
materials for these cells and amperages.
Then... I started with the real business at hand.
I have a garage made HHO gas measuring device. It is a tube (2 - 2 litter coke bottles taped &
silicone together) open at the top & full of water with a clear hose silicone to the bottom of the
cylinder. This allows me to put a 1 litter plastic bottle in it to measure the HHO gas output. Then I
use a 1 litter bottle that has a small hole in the bottom that I fill with a rubber cork once it is full of
water and submerged in the 2 - 2 litter cylinder. As the HHO gas goes into the 1 liter bottle from the
clear hose that is at the bottom of the 2 -2 litter cylinder it begins to float out of the cylinder & water
and I time this proses to get my gas output. I have nothing but time to tinker with stuff like this...
I call it my Frankenstein HHO measuring device, not a pretty picture but works like a charm.
When I first made and installed the HHO generator and prior to the installation of the EFIE.
I tinkered with it for a few weeks.
I was like everyone else. Looking to make huge large amounts of HHO gas. Because I thought like
everyone else that more was better. I was using a 40 amp breaker. Making 2+ liters per minute of
HHO gas. I was wrong.
Well needless to say that was way too much gas for a small 4 cylinder truck as just an HHO boost. I
quickly found that there was a curve to tweak. The more gas I made the worst my MPG got in 50
mile test and the more engine power I had. This may explain the other folks of the HHO community
why they are not getting any better MPG. It seems like everyone is after the illusive better MPG with
a ton of HHO gas.
My experience with all this tinkering was; there is a specific amount of HHO gas that can be
injected into an individual motor and achieve better MPG with only an HHO generator. For me this
was 7/8 of a litter of HHO gas... Remember there was no EFIE installed at this time. I achieved 15%
+ better MPG with an HHO generator and nothing else... So I proved to myself that better MPG with
only an HHO generator is not only possible but in my case factual... I ended up with less amperage
used and very cool water and connections. For me, the myth was busted.
Keep in mind that while I was doing all this testing my canister was not very secure in the HHO gas
pressure department. All I did was slowly lower the amps used and repeated testing and bada bing.
I got the illusive better MPG with HHO alone. So, if you are making HHO gas like crazy, you may
want to back off the amperage slowly and test for better MPG consecutive and repeatedly.
Remember, you only want an HHO boost, unless you are trying to power the engine on 100% HHO
alone.... You need to find that curve I just described on your engine. Once you get that correct for
your engine, you should according to my personal experiences and experiments achieve, cleaner
emissions, more engine performance and better MPG.

I have passed this info to others and I am waiting to see what results they get and if they even report
back. It seems everyone wants to make money on HHO by hording any discovery they make or run
across. That is the nature of humans. What can I say. Many it seems to me are waiting on a patent
so they can get rich on us and General Patton has been dead a long time and I think he will not
resurrect just for them. This is very old technology. But it seems some are trying to re-invent the
wheel and be the only ones exclusively to profit.
People this is about the environment and the strangle hold they have had on all of us with lies and
greed for hundreds of years. Gasoline is a BIG PROFITEERING LIE!
I am totally convinced, with all the experiments I have conducted, on a new lawn tractor, that it is
entirely possible to run a motor on 100% HHO alone. I have extensive experience with motors that
run propane alone and you do not need millions of liters of HHO per minute to do the same thing.
HHO is by far more explosive than propane gas. Some may want you to think that.
I am as now, not ready to disclose my personal experiments on this yet. But I tell you this, running a
modern computerized motor on HHO alone requires engine timing mods, MAP sensor mods, Temp
sensor mods, O2 sensor mods and a regulator to the throttle of the engine to release HHO as needed
to accelerate and a solenoid to control the idle mixture in a steady manner. Thats what I can
disclose at this time to you with great confidence. Hint, Hint folks!
Modern computerized engines were not designed for all these mods. Older engines & new lawn
tractor engines lend themselves very well for this and are very easy to convert to 100% HHO alone.
The auto manufacturers & engine manufacturers could easily make cars, boats, planes, tractors and
trucks of all sizes to run on 100% HHO alone and yet they do not do this for a good reason, to keep
us dependent on their exclusive supply of monopolized fuel.
You will see videos on my website of people doing some similar 100% HHO engines run.
So for you doubters, take a look at these videos. You will find that the world bank and the
international monetary fund have no compete agreements with nations to stop this HHO stuff from
being funded and produced in mass quantities for the public domain. Yet the governments are using
HHO in undisclosed government applications.
I for one, am just static to get zero emissions, 15% more engine power and a howling 75% + better
MPG as of my second MPG tests. From what I have seen on the internet you start to loose harmful
emissions and zero out at around 30% to 40% better MPG from HHO! I hope soon to have the time
to to find a place here in Minnesota to certify my S10 for zero emissions!
Then I will post it on this e-book.

***Notice***
I am currently experimenting on HHOO not HHO and hope to have some hard MPG numbers
posted soon on these experiments! HHOO is 2 hydrogen atoms and 2 oxygen atoms for improved
combustion, amperage saving, temperature control and cleaner emissions. I will soon disclose a
professional cell design for professional drivers and others that need to run an HHO or HHOO cell
for 24 hours non stop. Something you can create in your garage for next to nothing.

So stand by for more info coming soon.
Keep an eye on this PDF as I will update it on occasion. I will not update the video and have no
intention to do it in the future. The video is a companion for the PDF only, not all that I will be
disclosing or have disclosed.
Total spent to make and complete everything for my S10 hybrid conversion was $223.71 US
This includes the previous $135.00 US

In any event, I will keep everyone informed on any new HHO events via this color PDF only!

Many more things coming soon, I am experimenting!
Keep an eye on my website, I am adding new information related to all forms of green energy often!
End of updates to the HHO system for now.

E-mail support has ended for this project!

The hard facts & numbers are in as of 5/5/08

Better than 49.7% + MPG on this first test!
First a short story. This is the second S10 4 cylinder truck I have owned. I have been driving
an S10 for over 11 years. My first S10 was a factory new 1997 / 2.2 liter 4 cylinder, 4 speed overdrive
automatic transmission, regular cab & cargo bed. If I had to rate these trucks with a 5 star rating, 1
star being the worse score and 5 stars being the best score, I would rate the S10 4 cylinder,
automatic transmission at 3 1/2 stars. This is because they are notoriously poor performers, way
under powered gasoline eating 4 cylinder trucks.
My 1997 S10 would get about 16.5 miles per gallon in the city and 19.5 miles per gallon on the
highway consistently. Not to mention 0 to 60 in about 45 minutes. The factory MPG on the glass
when I bought it said, 19+ city and 24+ highway for the automatic transmission model. Well I would
like to meet just one person in my life time that has gotten the estimated factory sticker mileage.
This 1997 truck was not modified in any way other than it had a 3 door, aluminum camper cover on
the rear bed installed that weighed in at 89 Lbs. and a bed liner that weighed in at about 27 Lbs.
The aluminum topper had no ladder rack. The only thing this truck ever carried was lots of the
gasoline it loved so much, me and my briefcase.
Well the 2000 S10 LS extended cab, 4 cylinder, 4 speed overdrive automatic transmission I now own
has 4 super large all terrain BF Goodrich T/A tires, a fiberglass 3 door topper with a ladder rack
that weighs in at 180 Lbs. and the bed liner that weighs in at about 27 Lbs.

A picture of the full truck as it is right now 5/18/08. Other pictures below too.

Some serious all terrain traction.
The neighbors have seen my wife and I drive over the city piles of 2' & 3' foot snow at the end of our
driveway, like it was not even there. Smash them down, demolition derby style!
This truck owes us nothing and has been paid off, from day 1 of our ownership.

Well needless to say that with all this extra stuff the truck gets worse MPG than my 1997 S10 truck.
The 2000 S10 extended cab 2.2 liter 4 cylinder, 120 horse power, 4 speed overdrive automatic
transmission, I own now gets 14.5 city and 18.0 highway at best, consistently. Not so good, but when
I buy parts I only need 4 spark plugs, 1+ less quarts of Mobil 1 full synthetic oil, when I replace the
plug wires, it is 5 wires I need to buy not 7 or 9 wires, there is less weight on the front end, Vs a 6
cylinder or 8 cylinder, parts are dime a dozen for this US made truck, and it only gets about 3 miles
per gallon better than a V8.
This same truck with a V6 gets about 1 MPG better than the 4 cylinder truck! But parts for the 4
cylinder are less and all in all, it is, dollar for dollar a better buy if you do not need the 180 horse
power of the V6. The truck is great in the big city for parking and getting around traffic. I tow a
trailer often that weighs in at 900+ Lbs all the time, sometimes a larger trailer and much heavier
and then the MPG drops to about 12.5 city and 14.7 highway with my driving habits.
The big T/A tires are a life saver in the winter here in Minnesota. I would not trade these big gas
guzzling tires for any others, they have saved me & my wife a few times already! These tires give my
trucks speedometer 5% less miles traveled. So when my speedometer says 95 miles traveled, it is
really 100 miles traveled. The MPG given above has no correction of the 5% less miles traveled.

Well the wife and I decided this past Sunday 5/4/08 to go for the long open road test run of our
investment in the HHO generator and EFIE modifications after the whole job was completed and I
had correctly calibrated the EFIE. Before we took to the road we filled the truck to the brim with
10.42 gallons of 87 octane regular unleaded with the dreaded 10% mandatory ethanol. We took note
at the local gas station to the pump we used so we would use the same pump when we returned for
the second fill up to do our calculations. As I have mentioned, forced buying of 10% ethanol gives
me less mileage and power. As it does to everyone else. Ethanol is another cooked up congressional
profiteering for the few who had an inside notice to invest in that junk before they enacted the new
law. Did someone say food shortage? Did someone say high food prices?
We encountered consistent 25 to 30 miles per hour gusts of wind on the prairie, about 1.5 percent
grades on the highway to Fargo N.D. We cruised at 57 to 64 miles per hour the whole time. Not too
many flat spots on I-94 to Fargo. We were on the road for 3 hours and 36 minutes to complete our
191 mile run. We stopped on the road for a drive through breakfast, that we ate on the road and 2
other stops for restrooms and to check the temps on the HHO cell water with an infrared heat
sensing gun and connections temps. The water in the HHO cell at the end of the trip was at 151
degrees Fahrenheit and that was after the cell had ran for over 3.5 hours straight. I have lowered
the amps to, 6.5 amps cold and 9.0 amps warm after hours of running the cell. Less electrolyte. This
low amperage still gives me a volume of 7/8 of a liter of HHO gas per minute injected to the engine
air cleaner. Plenty for this little 4 cylinder and a great power & performance boost may I add.
When we returned for a fill up at the same gas station using the same pump, we filled the truck to
the brim again with 7.093 gallons of the same crappy ethanol mixed fuel. My wife watched me
impatiently as I filled the tank to the spill point. With 191 miles under our belt, we went home, 4
blocks from the gas station and ran the numbers! To our surprise, as I had only expected a 30% to
35% gain in our MPG with the new HHO system and a well calibrated EFIE,

We had effectively increased our
MPG to over 49.7% better gas
mileage!
The result of this HHO system in conjunction with the EFIE was zero tail pipe emissions, 15%
better engine performance & power, and a howling 49.7 MPG improvement!
The numbers given are un-corrected for the 5% discrepancy in the odometer due to larger tires.
Now I say to anyone that reads this, do not believe me, do your research diligently, build an HHO
system with an EFIE and if you do not achieve these same or very similar results, there is something
not running correctly on your engine or you are doing something wrong! I have found these gains
to be true consistent gains, not just in my setup, but this is reported consistently through out the
internet by others that have done this exact setup prior to me.

My wife and I, now get a 50% discount
at any gas pump due to the
49.7 better MPG!
E-mail support has ended for this project!

The second set of numbers from a 602 mile test on 5/24/08

Better than 75% + MPG on this second test!
Well this time we headed for Canada and the north shore scenic area here in Minnesota. This takes
us along the beautiful lake Superior shore. It is truly Gods country.
We encountered 39 miles per hour gusts of winds, constant 30 mph winds and a lot of stop and go &
slow downs due to the holiday. We also encountered the large hills of about 3% grades to Canada.
50% was stop and go, 30 Mph speed limits in all the little towns and all very windy. I kelp the pedal
to the metal at an average of xx miles per hour where I could. No, NO tickets to the state police's
balls. We were hauling as*! Passing traffic. The trucks rear says Water-Powered Hybrid, NOT
MOPED-POWERED HYBRID! Everyone was getting blown all over the road. Not the best
conditions to say the least.
I expected without HHO gas & my EFIE that I would have gotten about 13.5 MPG under those
conditions. I would have been lucky to get 195 miles to my gas tank. Well look below.

E-mail support has ended for this project!

That's right folks, Canada! Customs! Free trade zone! We drove 363 miles and when we filled the
tank we had at least 3 gallons left! We pumped 15.51 gallons into the truck at $3.94 for a gallon. I
was laughing hysterically! I made quite the scene needless to say. I kept saying, ONLY $61
DOLLARS! HAHAHAHA! This truck has a 18.5 gallon tank according to the factory manual.
Chilton's manual says this tank will hold 20 gallons. I agree with the Chilton's repair manual as the
tank can be over filled sort of speak about a gallon + or a capacity of 19.5 +
This truck in Florida, on flat roads, on a cool night, no wind or very little has given me 232 miles to
the tank and I was static to see that once. I still have that gas log, I pumped 13.79 gallons that night.
It was all stop and go in the Florida Keys traveling down US1 through south Miami and Homestead.
I am still on the same log book for this weekends entry. That's right, that's the best it has ever done
in the MPG department with not too bad of conditions. I will confess, I have a lead 13" inch foot.
This told us a lot. My wife and I looked at each other and said in synchronicity, that's over 430 miles
to the tank and I said almost 500 mile range in better conditions and at 55 Mph.
I did the best I could to document my story. From start of the hybrid conversion to the second MPG
test. I am very, very satisfied with the small investment in money and my time to do all this.

E-mail support has ended for this project!

The first HHOO hard numbers are in on 6/14/08
Changes have been made again & this is the new HHOO system

Better than 94% + MPG on this third test!
104% + better MPG if I take into consideration the
10% gasoline I paid for and never got due to
the gas stations dispensing inaccuracies!
Well here are the first numbers from my new HHOO 3 plate cell.
Here are some relevant pictures of the trip

This is a picture of the miles traveled on this MPG test

This is a picture of the new HHOO 3 plate cell temperature on
this MPG test at the end, it had been running for just over 2 hours
when we filled the gas tank up.

This is a picture of the fuel used to complete this MPG test.

Well this time we got a break with the wind. It was only blowing 15 Mph to 25 Mph through
the prairie. We headed for Iowa this time down 35 West. Rolling hills of about 1 to 1.5 grades
and not as windy as the last MPG test. Very beautiful farm country scenery most of the way.
The temperature of this new HHOO 3 plate cell as I like to call it did great. The test took a full 2
hours to complete not including fill up times. The new HHOO cell had been running for over 2
hours straight. We knew the temps of the cell would be great as we were only pushing 3.19
amps to the cell. That's right just over 3 amps cold.
This new cell design that I am running is as I have recommended to the professional drivers and
farmers. Only a 3 SS plate array. After 24 hours straight of running this cell on the bench it was at
132 degrees Fahrenheit and I was only pushing 5.69 amps to the cell. Now that's
what I call efficient. The new HHOO cell can run indefinably. Or until something needs filling or
replacing. We probably used at most about 1 ounce of tap water. That's right no
water steam being produced by the cell. All the tap water was strictly used for the production of
hydrogen and oxygen.
This new HHOO cell that I have designed incorporates 2 positive plates and each plate produces
about 1 atom of oxygen. Then there is a negative plate that produces about 2 atoms of hydrogen.

The idea here is to make a more efficient cell. Using less energy with the system. Matching
the atomic molecules in equal parts. This 3 plate array makes a approximated but constant
2:2 or 2 hydrogen atoms and 2 oxygen atoms as gas. This is how I named it an HHOO cell. This
new HHOO cell uses only city tap water and has no electrolyte at all!
The production of HHOO gas as you can imagine is just under 1/2 Lpm cold and about 3/4 Lpm
hot... Does not sound like much but the pictures speak for themselves. Bringing this cell to about
it's maximum production takes about 45 minutes to an hour. Sounds like a lot of time.
I know but the test results again speak for them selfs. The new HHOO cell is incredibly efficient.
We have now gone above and beyond any of the old MPG tests that we had done up to now.
We accomplished 32.507+ MPG from a truck that the factory estimated sticker was 19+ city
and 24+ highway. That's without all the modifications that have been done to the truck.
No one in the year 2000 that I know of ever saw their factory estimated MPG.
I expected that I would of gotten about 16.75 MPG with the conditions we encountered. It was windy
as it always is on the prairie, but this time I kept the speed to 60 Mph. So I expected half way decent
Mpg. All the numbers that I give here, keep in mind are from 11 + years of having almost an exact
same model truck. That means we improved our MPG by the extra 15.757 miles per gallon.
That is a better than 94% better MPG! All done using less amps, producing less heat and less
HHOO gas over regular HHO gas!
I was working on some numbers that lead me to believe that more oxidizer or catalyst would be
more efficient and I was correct! I just modified the cell to make about equal parts of gas!
2:2 HHOO gas. My efficiency has sky rocketed with much less energy input and less heat for
extended running 24/7 non stop!
I will mention that I have great suspicion that my emissions have also dropped dramatically as a
consequence too. I need to find a local place soon to show them that their emissions testing machine
is broken, because my motor is running and it has zero emissions. It is cleaner than before with
regular HHO gas, I am sure of this.
I am now with the new HHOO cell more than ever, burning even more efficiently, the little
and ever decreasing gasoline that the truck does consume. These are the things that come about
from experimentation of new things and not beating the same old stuff for ever.
What a concept, originality. I have never seen anyone doing this any where whether on video
or documented. But I have seen many people trying to make ever more hydrogen enriched
gases by adding more negative plates. Yet not once have I seen anyone adding more of the
required oxidizer or catalyst to increase the efficiency of an internal combustion engine.
Yet here you have it folks, more catalyst does more work with less energy. I will mention that the
engine temperature was way below normal and my engine water thermostat was closed
90% of the test time. Temps on the engine ran 175 degrees Fahrenheit 90% of the test time.
This truck is equipped with a 195 degree thermostat from the factory and thats original still.
Please people read my HHOO cell designed for professional drivers section. I give in great detail the
needed details on how to make one of these extended running HHOO cells for yourself and stop
injecting steam into your engine!

This is the new HHOO with only 3 SS plates on the bench.
2 positive plates and 1 negative plate for HHOO gas production.
A well made and efficient HHOO generator uses about 10 amps to make 1 Lpm of gas!
This cell was designed to last 3 years of 16,000 miles driven per year!

E-mail support has ended for this project!

Amps drawn 2.93 with 54 degree plain Jane city tap water only, no electrolyte.
This follows the rules of less than 1 amp per plate at cold startup and will not use more
than 2 amps per plate after running 24 hours.

A well made and efficient HHOO generator uses about 10 amps to make 1 Lpm of gas!
This cell was designed to last 3 years of 16,000 miles driven per year!

Great HHOO gas production after the cell was running for 10 minutes and the water was still
55 to 56 degrees.

A well made and efficient HHOO generator uses about 10 amps to make 1 Lpm of gas!
This cell was designed to last 3 years of 16,000 miles driven per year!

E-mail support has ended for this project!

Amps drawn after 10 minutes of the cell running in 55 to 56 degree temp water.

A well made and efficient HHOO generator uses about 10 amps to make 1 Lpm of gas!
This cell was designed to last 3 years of 16,000 miles driven per year!

A shot of the bench where most of this stuff has happened.
Ace hardware as you can see loves me.
My wife was speechless when we worked the numbers out and the result was 94% + better MPG.
Again, all using less energy input, less HHOO gas and making less heat as a by product!
With regular HHO gas as I had before, a 4 plate cell making 4:2 ratio of hydrogen and oxygen I was
getting about 85% better MPG using 10.5 amps and cell temps of 160 or lower after 12 hours of
running the cell in an ambient cool 65 degrees Fahrenheit. Yes a hot cell on a cool spring day.
It would have never done a 24/7 with less than 180 to 200 degrees Fahrenheit... That is
unacceptably hot. To run a cell 24/7 you need to keep your temps below 160 to stop high
humidity & water steam going to the engine!
This cell was designed to last 3 years of 16,000 miles driven per year!

E-mail support has ended for this project!

Mods made to HHOO system on 7/10/08
Well the parade is over and I have permanently installed my professional HHOO gas cell in the
passenger compartment of the truck behind the drivers seat.

It's not nitrous, but it is better and cheaper to make HHOO gas!
This cell was designed to last 3 years of 16,000 miles driven per year!

In this last picture you can see the new 2' + foot high water trap that was incorporated with the new
installation. I have nixed my real nice black box that I was going to use for my permanent
installation because this is not going to get better no matter what I do. This will help the cell in the
coming winter here in Siberia. The installation was very similar to what I had done in the truck bed.
Now my cell is better secured and after all the testing and research I have done, I feel this
completely safe for my wife and I to drive with no problems at all!
This installation was done after much testing and research. Nitrous and other compressed gases
have been installed in compressed tanks for years in the passenger compartments and trunks of
conventional vehicles and racing vehicles.
I made sure that I had no gas leaks and now service the cell every 1,500 miles or 1 month what ever
comes first. When I do service the cell I always check for gas leaks, tight electrical connections and
wear on the plates. I have no love loss, for not having to service my cell every day as many people do
because of their small HHO or HHOO cells and thermal problems. This works great!
Again, small HHO cells are for short running times and then need to be turned off due to heat
problems! Not to mention they inject water steam in to your engine also!
So I run a nice and cool, low amp draw, professional HHOO cell that is able to run 24/7 non-stop
for it's service cycle as stated above using city tap water only.
This cell was designed to last 3 years of 16,000 miles driven per year!
Imagine, I was an HHO debunker and now I am an HHOO preacher.
Creation works in mysterious ways.
jejejeje...
Please people, take advantage of all this money and time that I am donating to save you yours.
I have many other things that I am working on in this field alone that I will be publishing on an
ongoing basis.
If anyone has the time to please e-mail me their negative or positive
HHO or HHOO results, that would be great.
Remember that I run these experiments for a minimum of 2 weeks to get these results as accurate as
humanly possible and you should do the same. Make only 1 change and run it and test it for at least
2 weeks before you make any claims at all. Or you may be wasting your time and money and
claiming inaccurate results & false readings!
I take pictures and bring my wife as my two second best character witnesses.
I can only speak for myself, I am blown away.
So far I have invested in my hybrid conversion $223.71 US and about 9 hours of my time.

I have also used $$$$ + to do all the testing, advertising and web stuff, not included is all my
personal time and effort to save you yours!
Not to lie to you or sell you anything!
A well made and efficient HHOO generator uses about 10 amps to make 1 Lpm of gas!
This information is yours free and nothing would make me happier, than you
taking it and implementing it to change your own personal reality.
Then all those around you too!

People test the accuracy of your local gas stations
dispensing, you will be really pissed when you
find out you did not get what you paid for!

E-mail support has ended for this project!

Better than 61% + MPG on this fourth test with no EFIE on
10/26/08
Again, no disappointment here!
As it always seems, I picked another fine day for MPG testing!
Departure location weather as it was a bit hard to believe this time.

Constant 30 Mph winds with gusts to 50 Mph at the departure location! I posted this because
50 Mph winds are a bit hard to swallow, even for me.
I am on my third freeze tonight, I have done nothing but turn it on and burned water!

Turn-around location weather.

Again constant 30 Mph winds with gusts to 55 Mph at the turn around location! I posted this
because 55 Mph winds are even a bit hard to swallow!
I know how to pick these real world test days don't you think?
That's right, the weather was a blast to say the least.
The MPG test was performed 7 weeks after allowing the truck to run without an EFIE
for the full 7 weeks!

E-mail support has ended for this project!

A little more snow action and this was a blizzard! Snow blowing horizontally, we were all
over the road, along with everyone else. It was a fun test. Weather here in Minnesota is
sometimes a matter of survival. We coped with the weather this October Sunday the 26, 2008 for
this MPG test... It snowed the whole time!
I set the cruise control to 60 Mph for the entire trip and MPG test. The wife and I looked
at each other and smiled. Fine day if your a goose, less poachers and a day off migrating.

Miles driven on the trip, we now turn around one exit sooner and we still end up with more
miles due to having to drive further to fill up, at an accurately dispensing gasoline pump!
Yes, I tested this new pump and others. Finally finding some pumps that don't rip me off!
I have tested a few more pumps around town and have accurate gasoline dispensing at some.
So, if you pump gasoline at pumps that you have not tested yourself for accuracy, my experience in
gasoline pump testing tells me, you may not get what you paid for. In all fairness, I have tested
pumps in the same gas station and found huge, that's right, huge discrepancies as to their
dispensing amounts. Test the pumps you use yourself, or get what ever it is the pump wants you to
believe you got and paid for.
If you call the state weights and measures, you will get told those pumps are fine, to avoid legal
implications. Of course if you are ready to believe what government tells you... Not for me, thank
you very much. I test myself to keep things real and honest.
I don't like to be lied to, and government has this little bad habit...

Here is the lovely gasoline pump that treats me as a customer and not robbery victim! My
pump testing tells me that over 30% of pumps tested in my area, dispensed less than they showed
on a screen like this one. My wife has been my witness at every gas pump tested, she was shocked
and outraged that we were being robbed this way.
See, she is one that believes that people are honest. I believe that honesty must be checked
and verified! Another great lesson for my lovely wife who is a great person, but believes that
everyone plays by the same rule book. I think she is starting to see the light, as she has lost tens of
thousands of dollars to similar dishonest jerks, gone to court and then the court wiped their ass
with her and she lost a case that was blatantly in her favor. Told her to get better attorneys...
jejejeje... After all, it's only money! She will never see that money come back.
This would never happen to me!
Back to the MPG test. I pick days that are awful because they make for great real world
MPG tests. Besides, I like driving challenges! With the real world conditions on the road
I expected to get without HHOO gas about 16 MPG, maybe a little less. Likewise,
The MPG tests told me that if I would of had more reasonable weather conditions, we would have
gotten about 29 MPG on the trip with out the EFIE control. As things were, we got 25.8 MPG!
I know that, that is only 1.8 MPG above the factory estimated highway MPG, but who gets their
estimated factory highway MPG? With 55 Mph wind gusts, hills and MPG detrimental mods on top?

I have said it before and will say it again, this truck gets 18 MPG on the highway, down hill
with the wind at it's back as the best highway MPG results ever! So the results in the real world
are well over 61% + as far as we are concerned. 16 MPG under those wind conditions was very
modest, my best guess tells me 15.5 MPG without HHOO gas would have been more accurate.
But I always keep the numbers modest, so when others write me and tell me they beat me,
I can say hurray for you! They do this often too! jejejeje...
Conclusion of MPG tests done without an EFIE, you don't need one to save cash, dramatically
improve your emissions, save the air we breath for a rainy day, give the kids a breath break, and
be a better world citizen to the wild life that remains.
This was reported to me through the many e-mails I get about, hey Eddie, I found my HHOO or
HHO gas curve as you recommended, it took me several months and I was able to achieve 65%
better MPG on the highway using nothing but a gas generator as you said! So, the myth that you
can not get better MPG without the use of some sensor devices is flat out wrong! Like I have said,
first make your HHO or HHOO generator, find your gas curve, be consistent about the amount of
gas injected and the quality, make sure everything is working as designed, test for gas leaks, and run
it for a month at least, then test your MPG on the highway for at least 100 miles! Do not change
anything until you have found the maximum amount of gas you can inject into your specific engine!
As your engine runs with HHO or HHOO gases, they tend to clean out the carbon as time goes by,
this helps you to improve the efficiency of your specific engine too, and improves your MPG's!!!
Test repeatedly until you find the maximum MPG benefits without any sensor tweaks or devices,
then and only then, decide if you have results you are satisfied with before investing more cash!
In my case the EFIE will go back on because, I already paid for it, it gives me 25% better highway
MPG as I replace some gasoline with better oxidizer and combustion with my special and free design
for all to download, plus a little hydrogen fuel made. All this with an average amp use of 4.32 amps!
Unless I run my cell for 12 hours, my amps stay well below 4.5 amps. If I drive my cell non-stop on
the highway for 24 hours my amps go up to 6.4 max!!! That's without stopping for fuel or food! If I
stop for fuel, bathrooms, drinks, a walk to stretch my legs and food, it cools off and the amps go
down very rapidly. Even a 1 hour stop will allow the cell to cool down very fast and the amps go
down again!
I have tested this free professional 24/7 running cell design I offer free, non-stop for 78 hours with
good ventilation and have done no service for that duration of time!!! This means that with good
ventilation you can drive non-stop for over 4,600 miles!!!
This design was intended to run, non-stop for 24 hours or, 1,500 miles or, 1 month, whatever comes
first, prior to requiring a service interval. My design has clearly blown that all away with 78 hours
non-stop use without service! So, if you are a farmer, trucker or some type of delivery driver, you
could save some big cash with little investment and without the hassle of constant servicing because
your cell is too hot, water disappeared, steam injection and little things like that.
In the Q & A section, I describe another of my cell designs on how to construct a $26.00 cell that you
can use for those short 1 hour trips if that's all you need. That is free too, like the e-book, FREE!!!
I publish things, only after I beat them to death! To save you trouble, time and cash!

But, of course, you have the free will, to keep doing things in an untested, unproved manner, from
folks that have no proven results! They do dress these very nicely tho! The internet is filled with
people giving advice on things they do not use, have no proven results on, selling information,
selling shit that does not work well at all, as some criticize what does work and is carefully
documented, given away free to anyone, you want to know why?
My suspicion is that they are either idiots, disinformation agents or just plain hair lips!!!
People, I want nothing, not even a back slap! Don't give a rats ass what you think! Don't care how
you spend your hard earned cash, who you choose to listen to, what design you use!
I am just telling my documented stories, when, how, what, how much, what size for FREE!
You won't even find a "Donation button" on my work because, I need none!
Again, for those many of you that have offered every thing I could think of to help the cause, you
guys are the best! Help us by passing this very honest & credible info to everyone you can.
For Gods sake people, start with something that works and then dress it up!
Waste no time dressing something that needs to be re-built in a few uses and melts downs!!!
Unless you are looking to build a new steam engine to drive to work!!!
jejejejeje...
If you read and watch all my stuff twice, and you still don't get it, wait for a turn key solution,
that comes pre-installed and with a warranty! Don't waste your cash!

Good advice, again free...
I will not quote the videos or free e-book if you write me, I don't
have the time...
E-mail support has ended for this project!

I have reinstalled my EFIE for the another 20% + better MPG!
After the 8 week test with no EFIE I have reinstalled my O2 sensor EFIE mod because it gives me
another 20% + better MPG. I have it set to 155 Milli-amps. As you know if you have used an EFIE,
they tend to drift some as they bounce up and down due to the O2 sensor voltage constantly
changing. I recommend that you make some kind of an easy way to check it. I installed a PC 4
prong plug, wired it at it's end wires and omitted the 2 center black wires. The yellow wire at one end
is my ground for my black test lead and the red wire at the other end of the plug is for my positive or
red test lead. This makes it very easy to check my EFIE for consistency of voltage periodically, or my
155 Milli-amp setting.
In about 8 weeks, I will re-test my MPG on the highway to see any changes in my MPG due to the
new 155 Milli-amp setting. I believe they will change little from the past MPG gains.
I reinstalled my EFIE because I had paid for the device already, and it does give me gains in MPG. I
had figured that the EFIE in my specific engine does give me good gains and it is well worth the cost
and installation time.
I know that rarely, does anyone discusses their city MPG gains! Here are my city numbers.
In my engine I get a better 35% city MPG with the EFIE, without the EFIE, I only get a 16% better
MPG city. So total city MPG gains are 50% + and this seems to depend if I drive those miles or the
wife with the easy driving habits, (her good temperament) She gets a great 60% +/- and I only get
50% + ... So my city MPG using HHOO gas without an EFIE is about 16% and with the EFIE it is
about 55% better MPG. Not bad. We mostly drive the city, stop and go so this helps the city MPG
gains.
The highway MPG using HHOO gas, without the EFIE mod and in good weather, is about 65% +
better MPG gains. With the EFIE installed the highway is about 100% + better MPG gains. So yes,
the sensor mod works very well for me. In March 2009, I will have been using HHO or HHOO gases
in my truck consistently for 1 year.
I wish I could tell everyone my emissions have gone away completely, but I now think that is not
true. I suspect I have cut my emissions at least by half! Again, not to shabby. I make those
statements because one of my band of brothers has a shop and has tested emissions using HHO gas,
not HHOO gas, and he said I am probably at better than 30% less emissions or maybe half way to
no emissions at all. He lives way very far for a test. I have not tested this yet, this is not required in
Minnesota. Time has been a factor too. But I do retract zero emissions! I was wrong, but I as of yet,
do not have hard test emission results, I believe it has gone down considerably and maybe half way.
The emission test numbers, if I can get around to it will show me the truth... The truck did pass
emissions in Florida with flying colors. These trucks are not big polluters at all. With HHOO gas, I
believe emissions are very minimal.
Winter is here! I have had many hard freezings here, and as of yet not done a thing to winterize my
cell. I have had no problems, damage or anything else that would force me to winterize. I want to
test this as was described in the first video. I see no reason yet to do anything to the cell. A good hard
Minnesota winter again, will tell me the truth. If there are any changes to winterize my cell outside
of the info given till now, I will update everyone on what changes were made for a hard winter!

The EFIE was reinstalled the same day (Sunday, October 26, 2008) I did the no EFIE MPG test!
I will wait a full 8 weeks, then do a new MPG test with the new EFIE settings.
End of this new entry to this part of the story!

I did all this because of the lack of a comprehensive companion video and documented facts on the
internet. I had to dig deep to find the info without paying some scoundrel money!
I am no Steven Spielberg. Much less a publisher or a proper secretary... So I hope that everyone
excuses any typing errors and crappy long video explanations. It was all very well intended to give
everyone looking for this information something complete and comprehensive to watch and read.

I can only hope and wish all that watch and read all this the best of luck.

I am from the old school!
E-mail support has ended for this project!

About electrolysis water PH and the perfect electrolysis water,
rainwater.
Everyone that has been researching electrolysis for any
amount of time will have to agree with the following;
Rainwater is the best water for electrolysis due to the fact, that it has the
highest production of hydrogen and oxygen in our HHOO or HHO generators.
Rain water un-polluted has a PH of about 5.5 to 5.8 respectively.
Distilled water is the second best electrolysis water. But it produces
less gas of a higher quality of hydrogen and oxygen.
Distilled water has a PH of about 7.
Pure water creates some of the very best hydrogen & oxygen
in quality for HHOO or HHO generators. Just less gas also.
Pure water has a PH of 7.
City tap water has some acceptable impurities by federal standards
and a PH of about 6.8 to 7.4 in most metropolis.
The correct water to use for electrolysis is the higher quality
hydrogen and oxygen producing water with a PH of about 7.
Now to achieve this higher quality hydrogen and oxygen from electrolysis,
and have good HHOO or HHO gas production, we only need to modify
our water PH slightly to about a PH of 5.5 for highest gas production
to 7 for the best results and highest quality HHOO or HHO gas.
To all that use much more electrolyte than required for the proper PH,
you are degenerating your cell components unnecessarily. You are also as
a consequence of too much electrolyte, creating adverse heat effects,
gases and pollution.

"Now let's apply a little common sense"
My experience and research tell me that if you fear salt as an electrolyte due to the creation
of chlorine gases, you lack chemistry research, bench time and experience in electrolysis.
A square acre of ocean produces naturally by the proses of evaporation, more
chlorine gas in one day, than any hydrogen generator intended for our purposes
using the optimum PH can in months, and is very safe to use and run with table
salt, as salt is one of the most common elements on earth and electrolytes.

A 1/4 cup of household bleach in the whites of your laundry, also produces
and releases more chlorine gases, than our largest generators using the
optimum PH can in a month. Never heard of anyone dead from laundry duty.
In the event of an explosion due to human error, what would you rather have all over you?
Battery acid which is the true best electrolyte, drain cleaner acid or salt water?
I think that even the least informed person, will have little trouble
choosing what they want all over them or having to dispose of safely.
So please everyone, before you speak about electrolyte, get better informed.
Salt is one of the most safely used elements on earth
and very safe if used with just a little common sense.
I personally highly recommend the use of non toxic electrolytes such as salt.
It is only common sense folks. I am an advocate of personal safety.
But if you want the very best electrolyte for your hydrogen cells,
sulphuric acid is the very best. Not drain cleaner.
You can get this info from my downloads.
Download my water, electrolysis, electrolytes and PH facts.

E-mail support has ended for this project!

Frozen winter HHOO cell test, and MPG results!
I only achieved 50% better highway MPG on this disappointing test!

I had many days of this extreme Minnesota weather, with temps dipping way
down in the minus for many days concurrently!
I did no preparations for this test. We got in, and went for a ride!

It got much colder than they anticipated!!!

Picture of my cell, not serviced in over 2 months and prior
to starting the truck for this highway MPG test
The cell was frozen solid again! Just like it was during the spring of "08" for the original frozen cell
test. During the original frozen cell test, I was running a 4 plate HHO gas cell with a startup amps
of about 8.5 amps using salt as my electrolyte. As most of you know by now, HHO cells get hotter
faster, and with those kinds of startup amps, it was a breeze to defrost enough of the plate area to
make decent gas within 30 minutes. And there was an area of about a consistent 1/4" inch defrosted
all around the cell plates within 2 hours. For my needs, that was enough. I knew that at some point,
I may need to insulate the cell for that sweet instant HHO gas! Here in Minnesota, it is not
uncommon to see temps drop below minus -30 degrees Fahrenheit!
I am the type to push components and conditions to their limits! Did I mention alcohol in the cell
water improves MPG'S? Yes it does... Use by the advanced HHO crowd!
Now that I run a 3 plate HHOO cell, it runs much cooler and the startup amps are 3 amps max.
Well, after my 2 hour highway MPG test, the new HHOO gas cell was using only 1.44 amps, and
had only defrosted about 1/3 + close to half, of the required plate area for making decent winter gas.
The new HHOO gas cell is so efficient that at that rate of melt, it would have taken about 5 hours to
have the minimum area defrosted, for what I consider decent gas...

Unacceptable due to the much higher HHOO cell efficiency!!!
As a result of this new HHOO gas cell efficiency, insufficient plate area defrosted, and not having
checked and re-calibrated my EFIE device, due to more than the recommended 15 degree
temperature fluctuations, from the time I reinstalled the device, I only got a modest 50% better
highway MPG as my results for this test!!!
Well, I was so FUC**NG angry, for a few seconds, jejeje..., that my wife started to laugh at my sorry
ass... Then it turned into an inside joke, oh, the poor baby only got 50% better MPG!!! It was, as my
wife said and I will quote her, "take a pill you ice hole fisherman" That is great results, for just not
checking a damned thing for months, and taking the "lovely winter ride in our water powered
hybrid"!!! So yes, as a matter of fact, I did turn into a little whinnying bitch for at least a few
seconds, till I caught my own stupidity, as she laughed at my sorry ass little rant...

Miles driven on this highway MPG test.
Did I mention alcohol in the cell water improves MPG'S? Yes it does...
Use by the advanced HHO crowd!

Fuel used to humiliate myself in front of my wife! The expression on my face, priceless...
Well, I went home, and immediately began my recalibration of the EFIE that was bouncing down to
90 millivolts and less, back now for the rest of the winter to 150 to 155 millivolts. Yes I will check it
now more often, during slight 10 degree temperature changes. I installed voltage test ports for easy
access to test my millivolts. Defrosted my HHOO cell in less than 5 minutes under running warm
water. Then I used a 50% tap water and 50% windshield washer solution for the time being, while I
conducted the tests required for instant HHOO gas. Look at the winterizing for my cell designs, how
to windshield washer solutions, and temperature recommendations, in the quick links. There you
will find all the facts and figures required to run not just any of my cells, but your too in the winter,
by area temperatures as specified!
As per my real time and winter testing, I now run a mixture of 20% tap water and 80% minus -25
windshield washer solution in the 2 coldest months of the year, and other mixes on the other not so
cold months! I am also correcting the water softness with enough salt electrolyte for good
electrolysis, in my case 3 amps startup. So I am good to minus -30 due to the protected passenger
area installation of my HHOO gas cell... I had many very cold days to test the system.
All is well again in Eddie's little world!!! Did I mention alcohol in the cell water improves MPG'S?
Yes it does... Use by the advanced HHO crowd! jejeje...

So maybe witches tits are frozen in their brass bras at -30, but my little HHOO cell makes instant gas
again, with not a minutes wait!!! BECAUSE I AM TOO LAZY TO INSULATE!!!
Look at the winterizing for my cell designs, how to windshield washer solutions, and temperature
recommendations, in the quick links. There you will find all the facts and figures required to run not
just any of my cells, but your too in the winter, by area temperatures as specified!
Results for this test, 50% better highway MPG due to my
negligence and lack of attention to the details!!!
Damned slacker!!! jejeje...
Got an e-mail from another smart ass recently,
Eddie, I hope your not freezing too bad in all this severe global warming!!!
Well, I got news for you mister funny guy, I have done the polar bear swim above the arctic circle
more than a half dozen times... Damn cold too!!! jejeje... But I will confess, I used a gallon jug of
absolut vodka on an I.V. drip as antifreeze!!! jejeje...

You guys are absolutely great, keep up the great work, and thanks for
all the comments, e-mails, pictures and videos of your excellent work!!!
Like we used to say back in the days of the dinosaurs, your all groovy with me!!!
End of this highway MPG test results!

E-mail support has ended for this project!

Winterizing for my cell design, how to windshield washer mixes,
and temperature recommendations!
& full disclosure as of 1/15/09.
Keep in mind that all these temps that I refer to, are in US standard Fahrenheit degrees.
My 3 plate HHOO gas cell is now winterized and tested down to minus -30 degrees Fahrenheit.
I am running my cell with the following mix;
In 1 gallon I mix, 20% city tap water, 80% minus -25 degree Fahrenheit windshield washer fluid,
and then I use enough salt as my electrolyte, to increase my startup amps to 3 amps. My cell being
mounted in the passenger area gives me some extra protection from the elements. At minus -30, I
have about 15% crystallization or ice. So if it gets down to -35, I should still be able to make my
HHOO gas as normal. But much below that I would need a higher W.W. fluid solution.
If I had mounted my cell in the exterior area exposed to the full weather elements, I would have
needed to use 100% minus -25 degree Fahrenheit windshield washer solution, with enough
electrolyte to bring my startup amps again to 3 amps. This would have given me down to minus -30,
at that low temp, then the W.W. fluid would just start to crystallize. But my best guess is that I would
be able to make HHOO gas as normal, even with some minimal crystallization down to about minus
-35 to -37. The worst case scenario here in my area of MN. would be minus -40 to -45 not including
the wind chill factor. That may be 1 to 5 days in a year as my worse case scenario, in this area of the
US.
Mixture of W.W. fluid solution recommendations by area, temperatures in Fahrenheit degrees.
Winter windshield washer (W.W.) solutions come in area specific temperature concentrations.
The W.W. fluid sold in your area, will be the correct type for your area needs!
These recommendations for W.W. mixes, will keep your cell totally without any ice crystallization!
1) In your area temps of 32 to 20, 50% Tap water to 50% W.W. solution, using mix of -20 W.W.
solution or higher.
2) In your area temps of 32 to -10, 30% Tap water to 70% W.W. solution, using mix of -20 W.W.
solution or higher.
3) In your area temps of 32 to -30, 0% Tap water to 100% W.W. solution, using mix of -25 W.W.
solution or higher.
3) In your area temps of 32 to -50, 0% Tap water to 100% W.W. solution, using mix of -49 W.W.
solution or higher.
There is much room to play with these W.W. mixes, But maintain less than 50% ice crystallization
in your cells at all times, it is highly recommended for instant HHOO or HHO gas and no waiting!
Do not forget to use the right amount of your preferred electrolyte, to compensate
for the water electrolysis softness, and bring your startup amps, to the correct amps
for your specific cell size, water amount and plates!
Did I mention alcohol in the cell water improves MPG'S? Yes it does...
Use by the advanced HHO crowd! jejeje...

You can also make your own W.W. solution by using methanol alcohol, and
a $10 dollar windshield washer methanol hydrometer tool, for your specific area temperatures.

You can conduct testing of your W.W. solution for your winter area as follows;
Use a good quality plastic disposable cup, place it outside in the winter with the W.W. solution
concentration you would like to test in your area. Then come back in 72 hours to see visually, how
effective the solution you mixed is in your winter area at the time.
I did this test using 2 cups, 1 had 80% W.W. solution, and the other had 100% W.W. solution, using
-25 W.W. solution from my local auto parts store. The cup with 20% tap water & 80% W.W.
solution, was crystallized to (about 60% ice crystals) at -30 degrees Fahrenheit. The cup with 100%
W.W. solution was just beginning to crystallize (less than 20% ice crystals) at -30 degrees
Fahrenheit. The temperatures did fluctuate +/- 15 degrees during this 3 day test. I also had a wind
chill factor fluctuation of about - 30 to -43 during this test!
This is how I quickly found the right solution for my area in the coldest months of the year, but not
the worst case scenario, as that is very few if any days of the year. I recommend that you use the
least concentrated mixture of W.W. solutions for your area, and adjust them to the lowest average
temperatures for the month (s) intended. What does that mean?
This is the rule of thumb, that I will follow on the next coming winter, on my 3 plate cell.
Up to the end of October 31, I would use a 100% tap water & 0% W.W. mix of -25 solution.
Up to the end of November 31, I would use a 70% tap water & 30% W.W. mix of -25 solution.
Up to the end of December 31, I would use a 40% tap water & 60% W.W. mix of -25 solution.
Up to the end of January 31, I would use a 20% tap water & 80% W.W. mix of -25 solution.
Up to the end of February 31, I would use a 20% tap water & 80% W.W. mix of -25 solution.
Up to the end of March 31, I would use a 70% tap water & 30% W.W. mix of -25 solution.
Up to the end of April 31, I would use a 100% tap water & 0% W.W. mix of -25 solution.
The projected yearly winter budget for windshield washer solution in my area, $10 dollars.
Then there is no need to deal with any insulation materials! Another lazy out!
I can tell you that I could cut my windshield washer solution budget almost in half, if I made my
own. But I am a lazy old fart! Keep it simple and inexpensive is the way to go! Also during the
winter, I have used my water for over 2 months without changing it, due to the cooler temps, and our
short running times!
But if you drive your cell 24/7, you may get away with every 2,000 miles or so, before you need to
change your water at least partially, and need no winterizing at all! If you stop for a few days to rest,
just drain your cell of all water, while your on break.

If you drive your cell 20/7, you may get away with every 2,000 miles or so, before you need to change
your water at least partially, and need 15% W.W. solution for winterizing your cell!
If you drive your cell 18/7, you may get away with every 2,000 miles or so, before you need to change
your water at least partially, and need 30% W.W. solution for winterizing your cell!
If you drive less than 18 hours daily, you may just want to follow the recommendations by area
temperatures... But there is room for savings, if you keep an eye on your cell temps, to determine
what is the correct mixture if any, you may need on your travels...
Do not forget to use the right amount of your preferred electrolyte, to compensate
for the water electrolysis softness, and bring your startup amps, to the correct amps
for your specific cell size, water amount and plates!
All these recommendations, are real time and harsh winter tested on my cell design!
I am sure these numbers will work for your cells also, and
provide you instant HHOO or HHO gas on demand...
I have found that I can save over 10% W.W. solution, with
my protected passenger area installed cell!
I can now say with much confidence, that I can supply my engine with that
sweet on demand HHOO gas, all year long, in a cost effective manner!
Oh by the way, Did I mention alcohol in the cell water improves MPG'S? Yes it does...
Use by the advanced HHO crowd! jejeje...
So, I do not expect any other winter mods or surprises!
End of winterization update...

E-mail support has ended for this project!

Some of the calculations I have used to run an engine on HHO
gas alone with no gasoline!
For those of you that are curious about the calculations I have used to run an engine on HHO gas
alone, this is a rough calculation as HHO gas has a higher octane than compressed natural gas or
hydrogen alone; Download the original articles with other very important facts and figures from my
downloads in a zip format, you must download the zip before you try to open it "Approximate HHO
gas requirements to run an engine without gasoline"
My 18 H.P. tractor runs approx. 2.5 hours at full throttle or 3,400 RPM, on 1 gallon of gasoline!
When I ran my tractor on HHO gas alone, I felt I was loosing much of the gas due to the inefficient
method I was employing... Not to mention a small engine timing problem... My idea of solving the
timing problem, is to rotate the electric producing stator that times the spark for the engine... Duh!!!
Them my idea to the fuel loss is to inject very carefully metered HHO gas catered to the specific
engines needs, directly into the piston port (s), hint! The compressed natural gas injection systems in
the market today, I suspect can be completely modified to run a well metered HHO injection system,
and they come with the computer chip needed, for us to by-pass our engine computers, and adjust
what is needed to run this HHO gas alone...
So...
My research and testing leads me to believe that, between 90 scf. to 110 scf. is the magic number to
replace a gallon of gasoline, and for the purposes of running an engine on HHO gas alone. I will
also tell you, that there is much room for improvement on these numbers because, if you go by the
laws of thermal dynamics or B.T.U.'s, it requires about 4 gallons of HHO gas to replace the work or
heat generated by a gallon of gasoline... Or so it seems... Now, it is too bad the the metal parts that
come in contact with the combustion of this HHO gas inside the modern engines we all have are not
made or intended to do so. I honestly believe, that any engine that is modified to run hydrogen
alone, or HHO gas, will loose some of it's lifespan due to hydrogen cracks (embrittlement). My best
guess is somewhere between 30% to 50% of it's lifespan. I am very aware that there are additives to
mitigate these effects of hydrogen on metal components, but that is only a partial solution. Engines
need to be forged reinforced by alloy metals to withstand the high explosions and cooler running
effects of hydrogen on a internal combustion engine!!!
So if you see videos, of someone in the HHOO or HHO community, injecting copious amounts of
hydrogen gas into their engines, meaning over 2 liters per minute, well let's say they either know the
risks or, they fully understand the processes of overhauling an engine!!! That's right, they must
know how to replace pistons, valves, valve guides, rings, bearings, seals and the likes of all those
very critical components of an internal combustion engine...
Then...
A good rule of thumb is 125 scf (standard cubic feet) of natural gas = 1 gallon of gasoline. So, if you
need 10 equivalent gallons of gasoline, you will need 1,250 scf of natural gas. Need 20 equivalent
gallons? Then you need 2,500 scf (20 X 125 = 2,500) Pretty simple!

More!
DEFINITIONS, EQUIVALENCY AND CONVERSION SPECIFICATIONS:
"PROPANE" means a gaseous paraffin hydrocarbon, which becomes liquid under pressure or
reduced temperatures, naturally occurring in crude petroleum and natural gas and also obtained by
cracking, whether in gaseous or liquid form.
COMPRESSED PROPANE (GASEOUS FORM) EQUIVALENCY INFORMATION: At 14.73 lbs.
of pressure per square inch (psi) and 60 degrees Fahrenheit:
• 1 cubic foot propane = 0.0278 gallons propane
• 100 cubic feet propane = 2.78 gallons propane
• 1 gallon propane = 35.97 cubic feet propane
• 100 gallons propane = 3597 cubic feet propane
"NATURAL GAS" means naturally occurring mixtures of hydrocarbon gases and vapors consisting
principally of methane, whether in gaseous or liquid form.
NATURAL GAS (GASEOUS FORM) EQUIVALENCY INFORMATION: At 14.73 lbs. of pressure
per square inch (psi) and 60 degrees Fahrenheit:
• 1 cubic foot natural gas = 0.012 gallons natural gas
• 100 cubic feet natural gas = 1.2 gallons natural gas
• 1 gallon natural gas = 82.62 cubic feet natural gas
• 100 gallons natural gas = 8262 cubic feet natural gas
A "British Thermal Unit" (Btu) is that amount of heat required to raise the temperature of one
pound of water one degree Fahrenheit.
A "cubic foot" is a standard unit of gas measurement and is defined as the amount of gas occupying
a cubic foot of space at a pressure of 30 inches of mercury (approximately 14.7 psi) and a
temperature of 60 degrees Fahrenheit.
A "gallon" is a measure of volume equivalent to 231 cubic inches. When used as a standard unit of
measure for liquid natural gas and other liquid fuels, it refers to a gallon of liquid fuel at a
temperature of 60 degrees Fahrenheit.
To convert liters to gallons, the quantity of liters shall be multiplied by 0.26417 to determine the
equivalent quantity in gallons.
When necessary to correct for temperature and pressure (i.e., when motor vehicle fuels are not
measured at 14.73 psi or 60 degrees Fahrenheit), refer to the National Institute of Standards and
Technology Handbook No. 44 (1991) for the proper correctional factors.
Yes, I plan to make this website a "How to, one stop-free grab" on HHOO & HHO gases!
So stop in often, put your feet up, and enjoy!
Please, don't e-mail me asking me to teach math...
End of this section!

E-mail support has ended for this project!

Frequently asked questions section
E-mail support has ended for this project!
Q - Can I run my engine with 100% HHOO gas or HHO gas alone & no gasoline Eddie?
A - Well the short answer is yes, regardless of the engine year, on board sensors, or on board engine
computer complexity. Anything can be re-tooled or modified.
Even tho modern engines are not designed to run hydrogen as fuel, I am convinced that a
compressed natural gas (CNG) injection system would be the most efficient way to run an engine on
hydrogen alone. Discarding the oxygen and using the hydrogen only. These CNG injection kit
systems are made to by-pass our computers and adjust them to accept CNG and could be easily
calibrated for the injection of hydrogen fuel. Natural gas has about the same octane as hydrogen,
130 octane. The kits are expensive and then require a special DOT certified carbon fiber compressed
gas tanks that are even more expensive. To setup a compressed hydrogen fuel system adapting a
CNG system with home fueling capabilities, would have a start cost of about $12,000 dollars when
done by hired certified professionals.
A home fueling system can be driven from a 10 to 20 amp hydrogen generator system, depending on
your engine and driving distances. The generator would separate the gases, compress the hydrogen
to the tanks on the vehicle and dissipate the oxygen to the exterior environment harmlessly. All
fueling done overnight at home. Without the need for huge on-board generators using amps from
the engine. This is why CNG systems are not widely used, they are very expensive to setup.
In my opinion, we need a new engine design to run on hydrogen alone, and to get pass the internal
metallic hydrogen brittleness problems and other conversion problems. Metered fuel injection is the
most efficient and correct approach to any fuel distribution on and engine. Injecting hydrogen gas
down the air intake is not nearly as efficient.
Otherwise, you can try some of the tips below to create a less efficient and cheaper hydrogen system
for your engine yourself.
Tips for converting an engine to hydrogen fuel only, DYI style and on the cheap. Keep in mind that I
tried to include general tips that range for all engine types and may not all be required for one
specific engine. These tips are ideas that can be incorporated to an engine as required to fully
convert to a hydrogen system only.
If your engine is fuel injected and you need to fool too many of the engine computer sensors to
adjust your engine timing and fuel air mixtures much more than I have done for my S10 hybrid
conversion using an HHOO generator and a single EFIE only, you will go through a lot of trouble
to do it and the results maybe less than you expect for the money and time you have invested.
For example; you would need to possibly install a new HHO gas electric solenoid / fuel pump /
distribution system, remove and cap all fuel injector ports to prevent future vacuum & compression
leak problems, possibly need to disassemble your engines timing belt or chain for unconventional recalibration of timing settings, all the modifications required for your specific engines computer and

sensors to control engine timing and work loads being done by the engine, calculate engine intake
air flow to be able to install various correct injection sizes of HHO gas solenoids to different
positions of your ignition key turn positions with new relays that would be as follows - 1 high volume
gas solenoid for when you turn your key to the start position for a high burst of HHO gas to be able
to start your specific engine - 1 low volume gas solenoid to control the HHO gas and provide a
steady stream of gas for your specific engine idling needs, an HHO gas system regulator connected
to your throttle pedal for acceleration requirements of your specific engine, you maybe able to inject
HHO gases into your engine without the use of gas solenoids & specific ignition key positions
powered relays by using your vacuum hoses & emissions gases recycling systems but they are
sometimes vacuum PSI controlled by the engines computer, 5 gallons or more of HHO gas storage
capabilities, a pressure sensitive switch for powering down your high volume HHO generator when
your gas storage is full to about 6 to 10 PSI, a secure & leak free high pressure HHO generator with
the appropriate high pressure fittings and hoses to achieve the required PSI in the HHO gas system,
absolutely commercial manufactured flash suppressors intended for HHO pressurized gas systems
and then burn out your check engine light on the dash panel because it would possibly never turn
off with all the mods you will need to make to run HHO gases alone in such an engine. There maybe
more things you need to do & know and this is contingent of your specific engine design and year.
You may think of taking some found short cuts but they will lead in an unreliable - unstable engine
with many potential future problems. I would never do this to a new engine and recommend you do
not do this either to a new engine. But yes it is possible. Theres always free will...
Fuel injected & modern computerized engines are not made for so many re-calibration adjustments.
These modern engines are very well suited for a hybrid conversion using some gasoline, HHOO or
HHO gas system like I have and you could achieve as I have already a 112% + better MPG from my
last new high efficiency HHOO cell MPG tests, if I take into consideration the larger tires mileage
discrepancies, the extra fuel to turn larger tires & extra fuel from gear ratio changes and the 10%
gasoline pump dispensing inaccuracies. A very modest 18% better MPG. If I take all that into
consideration I am now getting over 112% + better MPG out of a crappy old 2000 S10 truck or 38.44
+ MPG!
I suggest that for an engine to run HHO gases alone using no gasoline, the engine be the type that
has a carburetor for fuel distribution and an adjustable ignition distributor to adjust the engine
timing. These type of engines lend themselves very well for a full conversion to HHO gases alone
and use no gasoline what so ever. You will encounter the need of a HHO high gas burst required to
start the engine, low volume gas required to idle the engine, HHO gas regulation to the throttle
pedal for acceleration, possibly some of the mention things required for a modern engine just not as
many computer requirements, HHO gas storage requirements, pressure switch to power down the
gas generator when your storage system is full, hell you may want to install gas solenoids and relays
too. You could keep it simple with HHO gas injection into the vacuum lines, a high output HHO
generator a few check valves and flash back arrestors. Conceivably these older design engines could
be converted to HHO gases without the use of gasoline very easily and on the cheap. But there are
too many engine, vehicle style variables and mods you could do to even attempt to discuss them all
here.
My new 18 HP Sears lawn tractor runs extremely well on tests I have done on HHO gases alone.
The lawn tractor does have the small timing problem but this can easily be corrected by
disassembling the engine and changing the timing settings on the crank as lawn tractors do not have
an adjustable distributor or adjustable timing. The tractor would also need a larger alternator to

make the extra electricity required by an HHO cell and then I would be able to run it with a well
made or bought flash suppressor and use no gasoline at all. I would mow happily ever after.
To sum it up, if you are some kind of mechanical genius & I know many more of you are out there
and want to convert a new or old engine to HHO gases alone and use no gasoline, you are on your
own. I have given here some very pertinent and good insight on how this can be done in several
ways and some of the possibilities you will encounter and should think through before you start such
an advanced engine conversion.
I can not and will not spend the time required to design your specific engine and year vehicles HHO
gas systems people. I am sorry, but you need to experiment on your own, have incredible mechanical
& electronics aptitude & knowledge and do much research too if you decide to go further than the
extreme explanations for HHO gases to run an engine exclusively or the extreme explanations for a
HHOO hybrid conversion and details I have given in this free e-book, that can give you at least what
I have in the MPG department. Hybrid means it uses more than one source of fuel. Hell whats
wrong with 112% + better MPG??? But theres always free will...
After this other long winded explanation, any e-mail I receive asking the same old questions,
"Eddie, how do I run my engine on water alone?" wanting to bypass the learning curve and just
wanting information handed over will be deleted due to my time constraints. This is the reason this
is first on the Q & A section regardless of it's complexity. Yes I want everyone to succeed with
HHOO or HHO gas, people to stop polluting the Earth, ease the economic pain from the gasoline
pump in peoples life's around the world and maximize their MPG but I can only do what I can do to
help everyone change their reality. HHOO and HHO systems can be as simple as the video shown
free and extremely effective...
This is all done by a one man band, I will not accept any kind of donations, advertising or help, but I
do want to thank all of you that have offered. You are very kind. I do not delete e-mails just because
I am a regular pseudo intellectual Dick. If you ask a valid question, it will be posted for everyones
benefit on the free e-book shortly. Once I read any e-mail it is deleted and I keep no database of emails either. It is up to you to check the website for changes as to HHOO and HHO system
improvements often. There is no news letter. This project of love takes me 16/7 - 365 of my time. I
suspect that it will continue to grow too for some time.
Honesty is the best policy.

Q - Why have you not made a video of your tractor running on HHO like you promised Eddie?
A - Well the truth is I do not want to risk my life too many times! I will describe what I mean;
WARNING!!!
THE FOLLOWING INFO IS A DEATH WISH TO ANY JACKASS LIKE ME, THAT WANTS TO
TRY IT!!! DO NOT TRY THIS!!! YOU WILL LIKELY DIE IF YOU DO!!! I REPEAT, DO NOT
DO THIS!!! UNLESS YOU WANT TO DIE!!! I WILL NOT BE HELD RESPONSABLE IF YOU
ARE A DEAD JACKASS, OR BLOWUP YOUR ENTIRE BLOCK!!! SEE THE MUCH SAFER
VIDEO I HAVE POSTED, THAT WAS MADE BY ANOTHER GREAT YOUTUBE USER!!!
I had to use a misted wet doubled (2 bags, one inside another) 39 gallon trash bag, grounded by a

thin taped telephone wire on the wet bag, to the negative side of a 1.5 volt household battery, in a
plastic misted wet trash can, with about 20 Lbs. of even weight on a piece of cotton laminated
plywood as a bottom support for the weight and on top of the wet grounded bag to give it gas
pressure, then installed a hose with a clamp for a discharge method with a shut-off & on valve, used
2 flame arrestors at both ends of my clear plastic injection hose, all this to to gather about 35 gallons
of HHO gas, that I then injected into the carburetor of the tractor, using a short copper tubbing at
the end of the injection hose, using the pressure of the weight on top of the wet bag (s), regulating
the gas flow with the shut-off & on valve. Then I was able to run the tractor at idle and increase the
idle speed to just about 2,200 RPM max, because I did not have enough gas pressure from the
pressure weighted system, to get higher RPM's. Starting the engine was a problem and I used
starting fluid. Max running time was about 15 minutes as this is very inefficient way to inject gas
into an engine... That's how I was able to run my tractor on HHO gas alone... And the limitations.
Yes, I refilled the trash bag with gas multiple times... This was a white knuckle, fear filled, 3 day,
death wish experiment...
I got this idea for containing a large amount of gas under low pressure, from the other jackasses
that posted balloons filled with HHO gas on Youtube! I am all but sure, that a 1 gallon sized balloon
filled with HHO gas, in an explosion, would blowout anyones eardrums! So 35 gallons would blow
anyone off this world!!! Yes, I am a jackass too... I am very sure, that I do not want to press destiny
again...
Talking about a high risk situation! I did not do the video when I did this, as I had too many things
to juggle at the same time for just 1 person. I was not sure it could be done either so... I knew what a
smart ass, jackass, I was being!!! Compressed HHO gas or any other gas, is extremely dangerous!
Yes, I do have multiple compressed gas certificates!!! This experiment went against all those
credited certificates... What a jackass... So don't expect a video of this at any time...
WARNING!!!
I WILL NOT BE HELD RESPONSABLE IF DO THIS AND DIE, OR BLOWUP YOUR ENTIRE
BLOCK JACKASS!!!
If you do this, there's a good chance, of never hugging your loved ones again in this 3D dimension...
Are you feeling lucky punk??? As always, I hope I did not offend anyone... jejejeje....
I am a very direct, consistent, tough love type of guy...

Q - Eddie, I am thinking of doing HHO & HHOO gas installs for others, what do you think?
A - I want to encourage everyone to get involved in this, in any way they can. After all, the only way
to get these units installed in many engines fast is through you guys that have the technical
experience, time and tools. I try when ever possible to give you guys preference on valid questions.
As a matter of fact, I am right now in contact with as many as 35 to 40 of you guys around the world
that we so desperately need! Making sure you learn and understand all this as fast as humanly
possible! Not everyone is conferable cutting wires in their engines and vehicles, drilling holes or just
do not have the time, facilities and tools to do this kind of work. I will not get involved in referrals,
but I will help you guys get up and running the best I can. So if you own an automotive repair shop,

have a weekend side gig or are technical person that can do this for others, I will help you when you
get stuck on something you need to know if I can in any way I can! Remember, I answer all e-mails
that are not covered in the videos or free e-book, and then update the e-book for everyones benefit. I
will cheer you on! There's not a damn thing wrong with making an honest buck!!! They need you.

Q - Eddie, do you think I can do this hybrid conversion for HHOO gas stuff myself?
A - Well if you are the type of individual that does most of your car maintenance yourself, you can
probably do this easily. If you go to a shop for most things related to your vehicle maybe you should
wait for a turn key, per-installed system that comes with a warranty. This stuff is experimental as far
as I am concerned, and my free conversion information comes with no warranty what so ever! You
do this at your own risk, even if you use my free information and story!

Q - Eddie, what is HHOO gas?
A - Some people use equal amounts of negative & positive connected plates in their cells to create
standard HHO gas. This makes for a good gas that is somewhat efficient, cells and water do heat up
quick, cells make steam from water fairly quick mixed in with the gas, uses a nominal to high
amount of amps for the gas produced, this gas does not burn the gasoline already used by the engine
as efficiently as it could, engine runs cooler due to the hydrogen molecules in the gas from the stand
point of the factory thermostat settings and this lowers fuel efficiency, turns your cell into a battery
that holds a charge in the water and this increases specially if you use electrolyte in your water mix,
leaves many negative electrons and positive protons wild floating in the cell water or same as the
soup, and in my experience after much testing and research, this design is not as nearly efficient as
it can be.
Some people use extra negative connected plates in their cells to force more H2 or hydrogen
production from the extra negative electrons in the water or same as, the soup. This makes the water
heat up faster, leaves many positive protons wild floating in the water or soup, the engine gets more
new hydrogen fuel on top of the gasoline it is already using for less fuel efficiency, the cell looses
efficiency due to heat, uses more amps, creates greater condensation/water steam in the gas due to
the extra heat, and a cooler running engine from the aspect of the factory thermostat temp settings
and this lowers fuel efficiency. Engines that run hydrogen as fuel tend to run cooler. A cooler
running engine uses more fuel and in my experience after much testing and research, this design is
not even close to the maximum efficiency it can reach.
Some others use more neutral (not connected to any polarity or voltage) plates in their cells to
maximize HHO gas production from the same extra negative electrons and positive protons floating
wild in the water or soup. This uses less amps, makes less heat and water steam or condensation in
the system and is a very efficient way to make great gas. But the engines that use this very efficient
gas, also tend to run cooler. A cooler running engine uses more fuel. So again, not as efficient as it
could be.

Why HHOO gas is real and works!
Before I begin this other long winded HHOO gas explanation, let's revisit some of our primary
education. Seems some of us have forgotten it... Fish do not breath water. Fish breath the dissolved
oxygen and other gases and inert gases dissolved within the water. Fish do not split H2O into
hydrogen and oxygen to breath. If you take a piece of ice out of your freezer, you will notice that it is
not clear as glass either. This is due to these same dissolved gases within the water. Further more,
anyone that has any experience with the preservation of food stores that are intended for much later
use as in years, knows that to preserve long term food effectively, it is best to use glass jars and metal
lids with a good rubber seal or cans filled with nitrogen as the only gas within the can and food
being preserved... Because plastic breathes... Specially when plastic is subjected to great temperature
differentials when heated and cooled... During this heating and cooling, the molecular chains that
form the plastic increase and decrease in size greatly. Water temperatures also play a considerable
role in the oxygen, gases and inert gases dissolved in water too... The cooler the water temp is, the
greater the quantities of dissolved gases water can store...
So lets use a little primary education to bust the myth that, using standard amounts of polarized
plates in our cells works, using more negative plates in our cells works, using more neutral plates in
our cells works, but when we use more positive plates in our cells, this does not work, that we can
not extract more than 1 oxygen molecule from each water molecule, along with 2 hydrogen
molecules simultaneously, without splinting it out of H2O evenly, 2 hydrogen and 1 oxygen, and
therefore we (or I) are a bunch of quacks... HHOO gas works because the oxygen molecules do not
necessarily need to be split from the water H2O molecules via electrolysis to exist, and be used by
our engines... There are other magnetically polarized oxygen molecules dissolved in the water along
with other gases and inert gases. We can always use as an example, the unstable molecules of ozone
as a good example of unstable molecules existing too... Then insert the factor that plastic does in
fact breath, magnified by expansion and contraction via the introduced heat and rest periods of our
cells due to the current we subject them too, to replenish our atmospheric gases within our cells air
space. All of our cells are subject to the atmospherics gases and pressures... Even those with check
valves...
So when you read somewhere that HHOO gas is a bad hoax perpetrated by an idiot (Eddie Batista
mainly) laugh and know that they were either absent the day we were all taught about fish and how
they survive in water in junior high, they were not paying attention and failed that class, did not
make it to junior high, they are pseudo-scientist wannabees, or worst, they are paid to place
disinformation on the internet to keep something from you...
For further scientific documents and links to collaborate, Why HHOO gas works, please download
the "Why HHOO gas is real and works" zip file from my free downloads... Within the file you will
find, various scientific documents with the original links to a few short articles about fish breathing,
water temperature and gas contents, what is the air we breath, plastics breathing, and long term
food stuff storage... I suggest, you not allow anyone to short change you on this very cutting edge
research I have done for all of us... Did I mention for FREE!!!
I will also take this opportunity to mention to all that read my free material, that we have a better
than 92% success rate, of everyone that has done their due diligence with my stuff, and stuck it out
to debug their errors, mainly gas leaks, that they have succeeded at this, some achieving better
results than I, and I refuse to post their testimonials... They tell me HHOO is better than HHO gas...
But I knew that, and I am very pleased to know that they are diligent folks.

To me it is about intent, I am not here to convince anyone about anything, to be a good citizen or
bad ones... Just the facts... This is cutting edge research may I say also... I signed up to distribute
free only the facts... I often find these good people, that have succeeded at HHOO gas and prefer it,
defending our work in forums and other known disinformation locations of the internet...
I use more positive connected plates in my HHOO cell design, to maximize the production of O2 or
same as oxidizer or oxygen for a much better combustion of the gasoline already used by the engine
from the same extra floating positive protons, this greatly maximizes the combustion capabilities of
the gasoline already used by the engine, oxygen or same as oxidizer is the catalyst for any type of
combustion or ignition, and gives me a much cleaner burn and emissions. This results in a more
efficient cell design, less amps used, better used gasoline efficiency, much less heat and steam in the
gas, and more closely, keeps the engine temps to factory thermostat settings. I also offset or stagger
my cell plates to re-collect any other wild floating negative electrons and positive protons in the
water or same as the soup as this reduces heat buildup. After much research and testing in my
experience, this is the most effective and efficient hydrogen - oxygen gas system available to anyone
till now.
HHOO gas is something I came up with experimenting on my own right around 5/21/08. It is
forcing the cells to produce about 2:2 ratio of hydrogen and oxygen or about 2 parts hydrogen to
about every 2 parts oxygen, and uses less energy to create the gas, makes less heat as a by product in
your cell, and burns more of and cleaner your un-used gasoline or diesel that normally comes out of
your tail pipe un-burned, and is by far more energy efficient than any other regular HHO gas cell...
I accomplished this by using 2 SS positive plates to to force the cell to make about 2 oxygen gas
atoms to every 1 SS negative plate to force the cell to make about 2 hydrogen gas atoms within a cell
for a ratio of HHOO gas at 2:2. There are many benefits from HHOO gas over regular HHO gas.
Such as less hydrogen embrittlement, slower burn, less timing problems, cleaner emissions, warmer
running engine temperatures, less heat in the cells, less amps used. When you ignite these gases they
even sound different! HHO gas has a tap sound and HHOO gas has a pop sound! They are different
atomically composed gases people. I am using all the extra positive electrons and negative protons
floating wild in the water or soup as humanly possible, instead of allowing the cell to become a
charged battery.
You can mount these cell plate arrays on the same connections bolts with a normal 1/8" inch
spacing between all the cell plates just in a + - + for a 3 plate cell, 3 plate cells are for 4 cylinder
engine or 6 cylinder engines too, or + - + + - + for a 6 plate cell, 6 plate cells are for 6 cylinder
engines or 8 cylinder engines too, or + - + + - + + - + for a 9 plate cell array that was made for 18
wheelers, any large engines including diesels or gasoline and large farm machinery engines. HHOO
gas without any doubt from my experience in research and testing, is the most efficient cell and gas
producer available to date. Yes, you can use any of these arrays for either gasoline or diesel engines,
they work for both type fuel system and engines regardless of it being a 3, 6 or 9 plate array.
Take note that my cell plates are 31/2" inches wide by 7 1/2" tall, thickness of plates does not effect
anything except wear or lifespan of the plates, and for each plate of this recommended size used
there is a specified water type and amount and amperage per plate to be used. I recommend a
minimum of a third = 1/3 of a gallon of plane Jane city tap water when possible per plate of these
sizes, and a startup amps of each cell plate of the recommended size in cool water of 1 amp max per

plate, and after 24 hours of non stop use of these HHOO cells and plate systems, you should not
exceed 2 amps per plate size recommended.
Examples for Pro HHOO cell plates in detail, water amount, amps used, service intervals, and much
more specs below;
*** 3 plate system as recommended for any 4 cylinder and 6 cylinder engine;
1) 3 plates - 3 1/2" wide by 7 1/2" tall, plates of any thickness (I use .50 thick plates, very thin,
lifespan of this thickness plates without the use of electrolyte is about 3 years). If you change the
plate sizes use the corresponding square inches you used for calculation of amps and water needs.
Plate thickness has no relevance to plate sizes, but the other specified dimensions do. I would stick to
the tried and true design as stated for sizes if I where you...
2) Keep the electrical connections of bolts sized 3/16" inch thickness to the cell plates up and out of
the water a minimum of 1" inch, but 1 1/2" inches above the water level is the correct out of water
level for the plates connections to use (for improved lifespan and wear of electrical connection &
fasteners). This also keeps the efficiency of the amps flowing to the plates and not shorting out the
connections, or bolts in the water. You do not want to create electrolysis at the electrical connections
or bolts as you will lose cell efficiency.
3) All plates staggered a minimum of 3/4" of an inch, but not to exceed 1" inch to the sides or off
center (see my pictures or video for a visual reference). This helps in the re-collection of any wild
electrons or protons in the water or same soup, and gives you more gas for amps used and greatly
improves your cells efficiency.
4) 3 amps max cell consumption of current with fresh & cool city tap water on first startup or after
water changes or cell service intervals (if you use other water than city tap water, correct the water
softness and startup amps with electrolyte of your choice).
5) 6.5 amps max consumption of current after running this cell for a non stop period of 24 hours
and no service in between (these Pro HHOO cells are made to run continuously 24/7, 1,500 miles, 1
month or if cell water temp reaches it's maximum temp of 160 degrees for this cell design or what
ever comes first before requiring a service interval or water changes).
6) 3 plate Pro HHOO cells require a minimum of 1 gallon of plane Jane city tap water to function as
designed. (increase to 1 1/2 gallons of city tap water or more if necessary in very hot climates or
regions if you can not get adequate cooling ventilation to the cell, and also if you choose to use any
electrolyte to exceed or pass the recommended max amps, or service & refill the cell at max 160
degrees intended water temp as per my design). Copper straps as heat sinks, siliconed on the outside
of the cell container alleviate desert heat conditions also. 160 degrees is the max cell temp!
7) 4" inch air space is recommended at top of cell, between the water level and the lid (helps keep
water out of a water trap while the vehicle is in motion and the water return of the gas cooling recondensation areas of your water trap and hose).
8) Gas out fitting, centered at about 1 1/2" inch below container top edge with 1/4" gas out fittings
and hose for a 3 plate cell.
9) I recommend a good tall water trap and gas cooling & re-condensation area just outside of the
container gas out fitting for improved gas cooling and water return and water retention to the cell
(see my water trap pictures on the e-book for a good visual reference of my 3' foot tall water trap,
works great).
10) Service cell by emptying old water safely if you use toxic electrolyte, rinse well the cell plates and
container insides, check electrical connections to be tight and prevent explosions, check for canister

wear, dents, chafing wear, melting and any potential HHOO gas leaks of any type visually, check
inspect your flash suppressor if you have one installed, check your startup amps to meet your
specified cell plates as designed, in this case 3 amps max for a fresh water refill and service, reinstall
your cell electrical connections, gas out hose, any hold downs for cell, all as you had it installed
before the service interval.

*** 6 plate system as recommended for any 6 cylinder and 8 cylinder engine;
1) 6 plates - 3 1/2" wide by 7 1/2" tall, plates of any thickness (I use .50 thick plates, very thin,
lifespan of this thickness plates without the use of electrolyte is about 3 years). If you change the
plate sizes use the corresponding square inches you used for calculation of amps and water needs.
Plate thickness has no relevance to plate sizes, but the other specified dimensions do. I would stick to
the tried and true design as stated for sizes if I where you...
2) Keep the electrical connections of bolts sized 3/16" inch thickness to the cell plates up and out of
the water a minimum of 1" inch, but 1 1/2" inches above the water level is the correct out of water
level for the plates connections to use (for improved lifespan and wear of electrical connection &
fasteners). This also keeps the efficiency of the amps flowing to the plates and not shorting out the
connections, or bolts in the water. You do not want to create electrolysis at the electrical connections
or bolts as you will lose cell efficiency.
3) All plates staggered a minimum of 3/4" of an inch, but not to exceed 1" inch to the sides or off
center (see my pictures or video for a visual reference). This helps in the re-collection of any wild
electrons or protons in the water or same soup, and gives you more gas for amps used and greatly
improves your cells efficiency.
4) 6 amps max cell consumption of current with fresh & cool city tap water on first startup or after
water changes or cell service intervals (if you use other water than city tap water, correct the water
softness and startup amps with electrolyte of your choice).
5) 13 amps max consumption of current after running this cell for a non stop period of 24 hours and
no service in between (these Pro HHOO cells are made to run continuously 24/7, 1,500 miles, 1
month or if cell water temp reaches it's maximum temp of 160 degrees for this cell design or what
ever comes first before requiring a service interval or water changes).
6) 6 plate Pro HHOO cells require a minimum of 2 gallon of plane Jane city tap water to function as
designed. (increase to 3 gallons of city tap water or more if necessary in very hot climates or regions
if you can not get adequate cooling ventilation to the cell, and also if you choose to use any
electrolyte to exceed or pass the recommended max amps, or service & refill the cell at max 160
degrees intended water temp as per my design). Copper straps as heat sinks, siliconed on the outside
of the cell container alleviate desert heat conditions also. 160 degrees is the max cell temp!
7) 4" inch air space is recommended at top of cell, between the water level and the lid (helps keep
water out of a water trap while the vehicle is in motion and the water return of the gas cooling recondensation areas of your water trap and hose).
8) Gas out fitting, centered at about 1 1/2" inch below container top edge with 3/8" gas out fittings
and hose for a 6 plate cell.
9) I recommend a good tall water trap and gas cooling & re-condensation area just outside of the
container gas out fitting for improved gas cooling and water return and water retention to the cell
(see my water trap pictures on the e-book for a good visual reference of my 3' foot tall water trap,
works great).

10) Service cell by emptying old water safely if you use toxic electrolyte, rinse well the cell plates and
container insides, check electrical connections to be tight and prevent explosions, check for canister
wear, dents, chafing wear, melting and any potential HHOO gas leaks of any type visually, check
inspect your flash suppressor if you have one installed, check your startup amps to meet your
specified cell plates as designed, in this case 6 amps max for a fresh water refill and service, reinstall
your cell electrical connections, gas out hose, any hold downs for cell, all as you had it installed
before the service interval.

*** 9 plate system as recommended for any 18 wheeler and all large farming or commercial
engines;
1) 9 plates - 3 1/2" wide by 7 1/2" tall, plates of any thickness (I use .50 thick plates, very thin,
lifespan of this thickness plates without the use of electrolyte is about 3 years). If you change the
plate sizes use the corresponding square inches you used for calculation of amps and water needs.
Plate thickness has no relevance to plate sizes, but the other specified dimensions do. I would stick to
the tried and true design as stated for sizes if I where you...
2) Keep the electrical connections of bolts sized 1/4" inch thickness to the cell plates up and out of
the water a minimum of 1" inch, but 1 1/2" inches above the water level is the correct out of water
level for the plates connections to use (for improved lifespan and wear of electrical connection &
fasteners). This also keeps the efficiency of the amps flowing to the plates and not shorting out the
connections, or bolts in the water. You do not want to create electrolysis at the electrical connections
or bolts as you will lose cell efficiency.
3) All plates staggered a minimum of 3/4" of an inch, but not to exceed 1" inch to the sides or off
center (see my pictures or video for a visual reference). This helps in the re-collection of any wild
electrons or protons in the water or same soup, and gives you more gas for amps used and greatly
improves your cells efficiency.
4) 9 amps max cell consumption of current with fresh & cool city tap water on first startup or after
water changes or cell service intervals (if you use other water than city tap water, correct the water
softness and startup amps with electrolyte of your choice).
5) 19 amps max consumption of current after running this cell for a non stop period of 24 hours and
no service in between (these Pro HHOO cells are made to run continuously 24/7, 1,500 miles, 1
month or if cell water temp reaches it's maximum temp of 160 degrees for this cell design or what
ever comes first before requiring a service interval or water changes).
6) 9 plate Pro HHOO cells require a minimum of 3 gallon of plane Jane city tap water to function as
designed. (increase to 4+ gallons or your max fill line on your container of city tap water in very hot
climates or regions if you can not get adequate cooling ventilation to the cell, and also if you choose
to use any electrolyte to exceed or pass the recommended max amps, or service & refill the cell at
max 160 degrees intended water temp as per my design). Copper straps as heat sinks, siliconed on
the outside of the cell container alleviate desert heat conditions also. 160 degrees is the max cell
temp!
7) 4" to 3" inch air space is recommended at top of cell, between the water level and the lid (helps
keep water out of a water trap while the vehicle is in motion and the water return of the gas cooling
re-condensation areas of your water trap and hose).
8) Gas out fitting, centered at about 1 1/2" inch below container top edge with 3/8" gas out fittings
and hose for a 9 plate cell.

9) I recommend a good tall water trap and gas cooling & re-condensation area just outside of the
container gas out fitting for improved gas cooling and water return and water retention to the cell
(see my water trap pictures on the e-book for a good visual reference of my 3' foot tall water trap,
works great).
10) Service cell by emptying old water safely if you use toxic electrolyte, rinse well the cell plates and
container insides, check electrical connections to be tight and prevent explosions, check for canister
wear, dents, chafing wear, melting and any potential HHOO gas leaks of any type visually, check
inspect your flash suppressor if you have one installed, check your startup amps to meet your
specified cell plates as designed, in this case 9 amps max for a fresh water refill and service, reinstall
your cell electrical connections, gas out hose, any hold downs for cell, all as you had it installed
before the service interval.

Q - Eddie, I have no space to install my HHO cell under the hood and I am also concerned about the
heat from my engine, what should I do?
A - Well it is hard for me to tell you not to install your HHOO or HHO cell in your trunk or in your
passenger area because;
1) I have in all intensive purposes installed my HHOO cell in the passenger compartment of my
truck.
2) Also there are HHO cell kits being sold to install in the trunk called trunk box HHO cell kit, if
you do a quick internet search you will find it. It just looks like a tool box with the HHO cell inside
it.
3) Also, nitrous racing kits have been installed for years in both the trunk and passenger areas.
4) HHO gas is unlike nitrous gas kits or an LP gas hybrid conversion kits, HHO should never be
under more than 5 PSI in an HHO cell.
5) HHO gas, mostly only contains, the most abundant 2 elements in the atmosphere, hydrogen &
oxygen and dissipate very quickly into the natural atmospheric air unlike nitrous, LP and most other
manufactured gases that stay dangerous for much, much longer and are under high compression in
a tank.
6) I recommend that where ever you install your HHO cell you have what you consider adequate
ventilation.
7) I consider, in my opinion that 4 - 1" inch holes in the trunk floor deck - 1 on each corner of the
trunk compartment deck for a total of 4 holes would be a good start for proper ventilation for an
HHO cell in a trunk. I will not be responsible for what you do in either case, do your own research
on nitrous, LP and HHO cell installations in the trunk or passenger area!
8) Make sure your HHO cell canister does not leak any HHO gas at any temperature that it could
possibly encounter at your chosen installation place!

9) My easy $26.00 dollar HHO cell. I have manufactured & tested an HHO cell that was about 4'
wide by 6" tall in a plastic mayonnaise jar, sitting in the passenger compartment cup holder,
plugged into the cigarette lighter with an adapter, where only 1 hole was drilled in the firewall with a
hose that was routed to the air cleaner. All fittings were on the lid of the jar. I used a very small
amount of vinegar as an electrolyte and did not allow more than 4 amps to the cell.
It was sheer genius! Worked like a charm! It had no relay, fuse, switch, flash back arrestor or EFIE.
I made this cell for about $26.00 dollars US.
I used 2 SS plates 3" inches wide by 5" inches high - 1 positive and 1 negative plate, 2 plastic 1/4"
inch hose fitting for the gas in & out, 7 ' feet of 1/4" clear hose, cigarette lighter adapter & some
silicon sealer.
Very simple yet very effective, the MPG savings were almost instant! Not a long term running HHO
cell. But can be ran for an hour or so before it gets too hot and needs to be disconnected.
Since then, I know of about 30 people that have that exact same design now for well over a month.
They just pull the cigarette power plug out before they turn their engine off. They plug it in after the
engine is running. Tight electrical connections is a must in the plastic jar! Do not use a glass jar! If
the glass blows for any reason you do not want glass flying like shrapnel....
I rated the HHO cell to just under 1/2 liter per minute of gas and that made a great HHO boost for a
2005 Ford 6 cylinder. MPG went up by about 15% combined city / highway within a week of
running the cell with HHO alone. The engine computer needed to re-calibrate it's self. Engine
smoothed out nice right away and it had 10% more engine power. Not too shabby for a $26.00 dollar
investment. Yes he is a friend and still has that cell. I do not think he wants to give it back...
That goes to show that with less than the cost of a third of a gas tank, you can too get in the HHO
and better MPG savings game and help save the Earth with the rest of us! Use common sense
people!
But keep in mind that it is your butt on the dead mans sling and I guarantee you nothing!
I am not Sears!

Q - What kind of motor oil do you use in your S10 Eddie?
A - Well I run AMS oil full synthetic 5W30. It is 25,000 mile or 1 year oil and I replace the oil filter
every 6 months and top off the oil. I do not put so many miles on the truck yearly. So I only do 1 full
oil change per year, this saves me a ton of cash and this is probably the best motor oil I can buy for
my needs. This is probably the best synthetic motor oil in the world too.
Q - How much power is in HHO compared to regular unleaded 87 octane gasoline?

A - Well theoretically speaking depending on your electrolyte & amperage, you could see octane
numbers at 130 + or higher in HHO gas.
* HHO 130 +
* Methane: 125
* Propane: 105
* Octane: 100
* Gasoline: 87
* Diesel: 30

Q - How much HHO gas do I need to replace the work done by a gallon of gasoline?
A - Well theoretically speaking you would need 4 gallons of HHO gas to replace the work done by
one gallon of gasoline.

Q - How is HHO gas better than gasoline?
A - There are many benefits in using HHO gas instead of gasoline or diesel.
* HHO gas is totally nonpolluting, water is the exhaust.
* HHO gas has an economically competitive edge over gasoline or diesel.
* HHO gas can be as safe as gasoline, diesel, LP, methane or natural gas.
* HHO gas will help reduce our dependence on the fuel monopolies.
* HHO gas can be produced in any country from many different sources of energy.

Q - How does an HHO gas generator work?
A - An HHO gas generator uses electric current to split water into its atomic components of
hydrogen and oxygen as a gas. The electricity enters the water at the negatively charged electrode
SS plate, passes through the water and exists out the positively charged electrode SS plate. The
hydrogen is collected at the cathode (- plates) and oxygen is collected at the anode (+ plates).

Q - How many gallons of HHO gas can one gallon of water make?
A - Well theoretically speaking you would make about 1833 gallons of HHO gas out of every gallon
of water used. But much less if you boil your water and do not control the temperature of your HHO
generator cell.

Q - What kind of water should I use in your HHOO cell Eddie?
A - Well I use city tap water from the faucet in my kitchen. I am currently using no electrolyte with
my new HHOO system. I open the cell, tighten electrical connections, rinse clean only, inspect the
cell plates and change my water about every 1 month on my cell or every 1,500 miles. What ever
occurs first.
If you use collected rain water, you should need nothing else in your water for your cell to run
properly. This rain water has natural nitrogen as an electrolyte and is perfect for HHO or HHOO
cells.
If you use water from a well, stream, river or a lake you will want to add some very small amounts
electrolyte to get the cell to use 1 amp max per plate size that I have described when the cell is cold
or 70 degrees Fahrenheit.
The cell should not exceed 2 amps max per plate when ran for 24 hours, this is per plate size that I
have described.
If you use natural sea salt water, you will need to mix it with fresh drinking water to achieve the
same amperage draws as with well, stream, river or a lake water when the cell is cold or hot.
Nor should your cell ever run past 160 degrees Fahrenheit even after running non stop for 24
hours.
Nor should your cell electrical connections ever run past 160 degrees Fahrenheit even after running
non stop for 24 hours.

Q - How does an HHO gas burning engine work?
A - Well theoretically speaking you substitute each 1 fossil fuel gallon normally used in that
particular engine with 4 gallons of HHO gas. The approximated rate of substitution is 4:1 or 4 parts
HHO gas substitutes 1 part gasoline in the air fuel mixture.
The normal gasoline engine today uses a 14.7:1 air fuel mixture or 14.7 parts atmospheric air to 1
part of atomized gasoline is the normal air fuel ratio mixture for a modern gasoline engine.
Then by injecting HHO gas into the engines air intake you can displace your normal fossil fuel by
leaning out the normal fossil fuel air fuel mixture. The sensors that feed information on your
engines performance and operation to your engines computer will need to be modified to lean out
your normal air fuel mixture from 14.7:1 to compensate for the newly added HHO gas according to
the HHO gas quality, octane & HHO gas flow rate.

Q - How safe is HHO gas compared to other fuels?
A - Well theoretically speaking all fuels have high energy content stored in them and must be
handled properly to be used safely. HHO is no different. In general, HHO is neither more dangerous
or less dangerous than gasoline, diesel, LP, natural gas or methane. As with all fuels, safe handling
depends on your knowledge to handle any particular fuel safely. HHO, handled with at least the
same care as any other liquid or gas fuels, is a safe fuel.

Q - What is hydrogen embrittlement Eddie??
A - Well theoretically speaking hydrogen embrittlement is what happens to some of the metal
components inside an engine when you run the engine with hydrogen fuel. Hydrogen as a fuel in an
engine causes fast heating and cooling of the metal components within the combustion areas in
contact with the hydrogen gas & heated areas and this creates cracks from constant tempering of the
metal components. If you run HHO gas and gasoline or diesel in a hybrid fashion this is minimized
considerably. If you run HHOO gas this is mitigated even more. Do some research on this effect for
more info as there are some additives that help this condition even more. I do not use any additives
for this. I am not too concerned about this condition in my engine, at least not for now.

Q - Why do I need to refill the water in my HHO generator so much?
A - Well theoretically speaking you are making too much heat and should lower your amperage use.
Further more you probably do not hold enough water in your HHO generator for proper thermal
dissipation.
When you create too much heat by using many amps, say 15 amps in a small HHO generator that
only holds 2 quarts of water and is installed under the hood compartment & under high engine
temperatures your water turns quickly to steam and disappears very quickly injecting water steam
into your engine. Water steam is not good for your engine!
Under no circumstances should you allow your HHO generator to reach 180 degrees Fahrenheit.
Further more your hose should travel a good distance through a nice cool area to the injection point
to be able to cool any steam out of your HHO gas, re-condensate water steam and harmlessly drip
the excess water out of the system prior to being injected into your engine! I have come up with few
rules of thumb I use to overcome these problems & I recommend that you strictly adhere to them
and it goes as follows;
1) Every 3 1/2" inch by 7 1/2" inch SS plate submerged 6' inches in the electrolysis water needs 1/3

of a gallon + of water without any added electrolyte and 2 to 3 quarts of water with any added
electrolyte to properly dissipate the thermal heat into the outside atmospheric temperature and be
considered a long term running HHO generator cell that will not harm an engine with water steam.
2) The HHO gas injection carrying hose must travel 15' feet through a cool ambient atmospheric
temperature area to be able to cool the HHO gas and re-condensate any water steam prior to
reaching the injection point.
3) Make sure that any water that does re-condensate in your hose from any thermal problems that
cause water steam has a place to drip out of your system harmlessly prior to reaching your air fuel
mixture intake. This works very much like an old Navy ship hooch distillery. You must run a cool
cell during winter or water will freeze in your hose and block your HHOO or HHO gas.
4) I never allow my HHO generator to reach any where close to 180 degrees Fahrenheit.
5) I would never make an HHO generator canister or a bubbler out of metal pipe, PVC pipe or glass
because at some point I will for sure goof up at least once and I do not want shards of metal
shrapnel, rigid plastic or glass flying in my face or any area near me not to mention my radiator!
All HHO cell canisters need to incorporate the ability to blow their tops off and concur no harm or
damage to the people around it, the HHO cell canister or it's components. This is more important to
me as any flash back arresting safety device that may or may not work in the moment of truth.
Unless you do not love yourself & like spending money on hospital bills and new HHO cells!

Q - What can I use as a large safe canister Eddie?
A - Well to be honest, you can run down to your local hardware store and buy a white plastic bucket
with a good tight sealing lid and they come in several sizes that will accommodate even the largest 18
wheeler 24/7 running, without thermal problems, a professional HHOO cell.

Q - What is all that black brown junk in canister water Eddie?
A - Well if you used the best stainless steel 316L you will always have some after your cell has
broken in. If you used 316 regular stainless steel you will always have a little more than 316L after
your cell has broken in. If you used 304 stainless steel you will get the most junk after your cell has
broken in. All HHO and HHOO cells bleed this stuff when they are new. Some of this will slowly
bleed out of your stainless steel as they break in and run, and some is cause by the water impurities.
No need to panic. But you must use stainless steel or plastic for everything that is in the water or in
contact with the water in the cell. I used a very good magnet to find stainless steel that was totally
non- magnetic. The door push plates I used are that, non-magnetic and what ever stainless steel you
use should be also! Or it will not last as long and run very dirty.

Q - Do I need a flash back arrestor or flame suppressor Eddie?
A - If you ask me this because you are not sure, I will say yes, install one for your safety and your
engines. I do not run one one my S10, but I am sure I don't need one.

Q - What kind of gas do you run, why and for what engines Eddie?
A - On a hybrid conversion like my S10, I would run no matter if it runs on gasoline or diesel all the
time, I would always run HHOO gas because it will use the fuel it already gets better due to the extra
oxygen atoms, less hydrogen embrittlement, cleaner emissions, less timing problems, less heat, less
amps, better combustion, slower burn. On an engine that has no fuel of any kind I would run HHO
gas because the engine has no other fuel.

Q - I want to inject my HHOO or HHO gas in to my factory vacuum lines, is that the correct thing to
do Eddie?
A - NO! The only safe & correct way for anyone to inject gas in a vacuum line is to tap a new hole in
to the air intake manifold, and make a new & HHOO or HHO gas dedicated vacuum port! To tap
your air intake manifold, it is necessary to remove it from the engine most times to prevent metal
shards from going in to the cylinders!
If you use or break the vacuum pressure to any device under your hood that is vacuum actuated by a
preset factory vacuum pressure, you will either disable or detrimentally influence that vacuum
actuated device! Don't create vacuum leaks people! Vacuum leaks are a good way to get a rough
running engine, hard warm and or cold engine start ups, contamination of particles in the unfiltered
air going in to the vacuum port and engine, worse MPG or no MPG gains from your engine, and
destabilize some function or device that was preset and vacuum pressure calibrated at the factory!
So if you have tapped your existing engine vacuum line to inject gas, think again!
The easiest and safest way to inject gas in to and engine, regardless of fuel or engine type, this is for
turbo's too, is to tap the air cleaner/filter box and inject the gases there. Or as close to your air
cleaner in the air conduit as possible. This prevents screwing up your vacuum actuated devices from
the factory, large scale engine disassembly to create a new vacuum port, and gives you a better gas
air mixture for your engine!
Some people are getting MPG gains by doing it wrong, and think that their HHOO or HHO system
is optimized and they are most likely wrong! Most get no MPG gains or worse MPG gains!

Q - What are the most common mistakes that you catch people making in HHOO or HHO gas
systems Eddie?

A - Here is the list of the most common errors and brief solutions, solutions in detail are included in
the whole of the free Q & A section, e-book or videos;
1) Injecting the wrong gas into an engine. HHOO gas is a new and oxygen oxidizer rich gas that is
the most efficient gas for hybrids without question, that already get some kind of other fuel like
gasoline or diesel! HHO gas is for engines, that get no other type of fuel at all, and is rich in
hydrogen fuel!
2) Making too many changes to their systems too fast. I do not do any testing, for any individual
item changed, that last less than 1 month. Most of the time, all my testing is done in a 2 month
observation and test of each and individual change I make!
3) Injecting gases in to existing engine vacuum lines. Make a new and dedicated vacuum port, or
inject in to air cleaner box!
4) Gas leaks at the HHOO or HHO generator, hoses or fittings. If you are not getting great HHOO
or HHO MPG gains try this tests; Run what ever design cell you have made for a minimum of 30
minutes till hot, then disconnect your injection hose under the hood at the engine, then get a bubbler
with 3" to 4" inches of water in it, put your gas hose at the bottom of the bubbler to test for system
gas pressure. Your system must have enough pressure to give you a good amount of steady gas
bubbles within 15 seconds in 3" to 4" inch water column of pressure. Also test all your areas of
potential gas leaks with soapy water! You will quickly find your no MPG gains problem! I
recommend this test to everyone, even if you have acceptable MPG gains!
5) Mixing and using different design constructions in one system. People, stick to one whole system
design that works, then build or dress it up as you wish! That is, if you want instant gratification and
results! Save money and time! Get fantastic results the easy way! But there's always free will...
6) Engine or exhaust problems not corrected prior to HHOO or HHO gas. This will drive you nuts!
You must start with an engine that functions as closely as possible to factory parameters, and
preforms correctly to factory parameters! Unless you are a masochist and enjoy pain!
7) Wiring or devices that are too small amperage wise, and give too much resistance to voltage.
Small wires less than #12 solid copper wire is inappropriate for our intended use! I used #10
stranded copper wire to get as little resistance to the flow of voltage or current from my battery &
alternator! I also only use devices such as switches, fuses and relays that are appropriate for the
intended use of 30 amp or 5 amp at 12 volt voltage! Unless you like component meltdowns and have
a fire extinguisher handy and some hot dogs!
8) Not having an appropriate gas cooling area and water trap, that returns condensed water to the
HHOO or HHO generator using gravity, and as a consequence, there's injection of steam and water
into an engine. This is a great way to trash what was a perfectly good working engine in short order!
No one that I know with any common sense, wants steam or water in their engine! Unless you are
making a steam engine that is designed to run that way! Water or steam will wreck a standard
gasoline or diesel engine!
9) Not fully & carefully reading and understanding, my all in one package, of free material to

anyone in the world, that has been called by many high level technical professionals, a treasure
trove of common sense & practicality for an easy, cheap and successful HHOO or HHO hybrid
conversion gas system! That's a great way to waste good money, time & make beautiful things that
cost a lot but don't work!
10) E-mailing me with questions, of what I have repeated many times in my free videos and e-book!
These e-mails, never get a response! If you have done your due diligence with my free materials, you
already know, I repeat myself often in the verbal and literary sense!

Q - How can you get such high PSI pressure in a tupperware canister Eddie?
A - Well to be honest, a piece of plywood with a bucket of rock salt for my driveway, on top of any
canister I have pressure tested, does it... Hard to get past 20 to 80 Lbs. of rock salt on top of a
canister or bucket lid! I also use math to calculate water column pressure to PSI pressure, and cell
gas volume output by amps now. In my last observations, my cell was making about 1 Lpm of gas
per minute at 10 to 12 amps. If you need further clarification on these calculations, do a Google
search for "water column PSI" and you will find the needed math calculations for these
conversions. Please don't e-mail me expecting me to teach you math. I also use a dual regulated
compressor...

Q - How can I figure out how much gas I am producing Eddie?
A - Well you can take a 2 liter bottle, empty it's content, put the cap back on loosely, drill a hole
larger than your hose at the bottom and center of the 2 liter bottle, put your hose through the bottom
hole that is big enough so the 2 liter bottle can easily slide on the hose in and out, put the whole
thing in the upright position, and then unscrew your top cap enough on the 2 liter bottle to push the
whole thing down into a water filled bucket, this will fill your 2 liter bottle with water, close tight
your cap on your 2 liter bottle, then turn your gas on and use a watch to count the time it takes to fill
it with 2 liters of gas. That will give you a very good idea of your HHOO or HHO gas production on
your cell design.

Q - How many amps do I need to make 1 liter of HHOO gas per minute Eddie?
A - Well, a well made HHOO generator can be very efficient. I have found the 10 amps of voltage
when a HHOO generator is connected to the vehicle and not a test bench charger or PC power pack,
can make as much as 1 liter of HHOO gas per minute! That is very efficient!

Q - How much water does my HHOO generator container need Eddie?
A - Well, I recommend with my HHOO generator, that for every 10 amps of voltage you use, when

connected to your vehicle, you use 1.5 gallons of city tap water and use no electrolyte in your HHOO
gas generator and container. If you must use some other water, you may need some very small
amount of electrolyte to raise your HHOO generator startup amps, using water at about 70 degrees,
to 1 amp max per plate size that I have recommended (3.5" X 7.5" size plates) to maintain good
operating temps for extended running 24/7. Also, each plate size that I have recommended (3.5" X
7.5" size plates), uses 1/3 of a gallon of city tap water, per each stainless steel plate used, without any
electrolyte.
Example; My personal 3 plate HHOO generator that I run in my S10 truck to get these great MPG
results I have published, uses 3 stainless steel plates (3.5" X 7.5" size plates) and starts up using less
than 3 amps, at water temp of about 60 degrees, in 1 full gallon of city tap water without any
electrolyte. My cell can run continuous for at least 24 hours non-stop, prior to requiring any service
what so ever. My service check list is very simple, dump old water, check electrical connections,
check for any damage, refill with city tap water when possible, mix in electrolyte if required by any
soft water while on the road to bring my startup amps to specs. Takes me less than 5 minutes total!

Q - Why do you not line up your stainless steel plates evenly and they are staggered Eddie?
A - On an HHOO gas hybrid conversion like my S10, I do not line the stainless steel plates because I
am trying to keep the electrolysis in the overlapped plate area, the part that hangs over the reaction
area helps to recover any electrons that are floating wild around in the water. This I believe due to
my testing, increases efficiency & lowers amperage use. The part of the plates that hangs over from
the center electrolysis reaction area, still make a nominal amount of gas as they re-collect electrons
that are shot out of the center reaction area, and these wild unused electrons end up floating in the
water for some time otherwise.
Makes for less amps used, less heat due to wild electrons floating for longer than intended in the
water, and are in my tests, the staggered plates, are more efficient. As you do more research you will
find that some cells that others make, keep running after they are turned or powered off for some
incredible amount of time. This is specially notable when they use any electrolyte! The use of
electrolytes, make our cells act like batteries, and they hold a charge as power is applied to them!
This is due to all the wild electrons in the water, and these cells continue to make gas long after they
are powered off. Some of these folks have to install additional recovery devices with anodes and
cathodes in the water, connected to a bulb or diodes connected back to the power source or battery,
to consume those wild electrons, and then their cells can stop producing gas after they are turned
off! This is not a desired result, that the cells keep making gas after you turn the ignition off and
walk away! Stan Meyer, did much research and development to recover all those floating electrons.
They are a problem for many reasons and make our cell very inefficient & hot!

Q - Do I need to modify my engine sensors to run HHO or HHOO gas Eddie?
A - I can say conclusively, that I have had very good results with both gases as have many others

using no sensor modifications at all! I tell everyone to not mod their sensors until they find the
maximum amount of gas, that their engine or generator can handle or make, and to run their
engine that way for at least 2 months after they reach peak gas injection for their setup or engine.
Or until they are happy with their MPG gains with the gases alone. then if you wish, make the
appropriate sensor mods that are required for your specific engine or that you want for more MPG
gains.

Q - Why did you not publish my testimonial e-mail like I wanted, of your great free work and gases
used to better all our MPG's and save us big bucks? Don't you want people to know Eddie?
A - Well, if after all we have all done, to be honest, and pass this information around, and if all the
honest free documented work I have done, does not give them a clue, maybe this is not for them. As
all of you that have listened and watched not just my work, but the hard work of others to help
everyone get free from the CORPO-RATS, then maybe they are happy being ripped off, or have a
stake at not getting this very valuable free info out to humanity! Did you notice that gasoline and
diesel went through the roof and there was never a fuel line anywhere? Many folks got seriously
financially hurt due to this deception for profit... Politicians are bought and sold daily by
corporations that don't give a damn about you, me or our only planet! They are scum! To no avail,
they have tried every dirty trick in the book to shutdown this website. jejejeje... I am no easy mark!
Lets all enjoy our new found MPG gains, and spread the word after we get this HHO or HHOO gas
stuff correct and properly working for ourselves! Teach your family, friends, neighbors and even
those that do not like us! Stick it to the CORPO-RATS! Gasoline will either go back up, or we won't
be able to afford it very soon at any price. Either way, this is a very useful & educational skill set to
have under our belts! Not to mention, that there is a possibility, that we may need to make our own
fuel soon!
You and I, have the real power to make real changes in things, not some scummy lying politician or
corporation! They are not coming to save us, just to fill their pockets and keep us as the little fuel
and labor slaves they want! We are cash cows to these scummy people! Real wisdom & power does
not make you fear, weak or a victim, it empowers you without charges, limitations or pretests!

Q - Why don't you fill your container with water and use your plates to the top with water and keep
the electrical connections out of the water, is this not wasted plate area Eddie?
A - This is on purpose. The plates are left out of the water a minimum of 1.5 inches because this
helps keep the lower quality stainless steel bolts, nuts and washers out of the water for a longer
lifespan and improved wear!

Q - How can you afford to do all this for free Eddie?

A - How can I not. All I have to gain is a bullet in my back now. All I have to lose is my freedom, my
country, my family and all of you, my friends! If we don't put aside our greed, and help each other,
not one of us may make it out the other end of the pipe in one piece! Intent people! Nature gave us
all under this blue sky of Earth free, we managed to find a way to exploit each other for what was
given to us all free! Not to mention the damage, even so slight we have cause our mother Earth!
I for one, can't wait to kick myself in the ass, as hard as I can again, as soon as I wakeup every
fuc*ing morning! I am not innocent. I don't pretend to be... Honestly...

Q - Why do you tell us to get better MPG results without fooling our sensors first Eddie?
A - Well, this will help you understand how little HHOO or HHO gas is required to get better MPG
in your specific engine. This took me about a month to figure out. I tinkered with the gas output or
the amount of injected gas weekly until I got much better MPG. Then tested that for a month. Sure
enough I was able to get better MPG results with no sensor modifications. If you use too much
HHOO or HHO gas injected into your engine, over a prolonged time, you can burn a valve or your
piston rings just like in the use of nitrous gases.
I suggest you do as I did, find your HHOO or HHO gas curve for your specific engine. Get better
MPG first, then fool around with your sensors, and as you do, then you can increase the amount of
HHOO or HHO gas injected in the engine, as you lean your gasoline down by adjusting your
sensors. If you lean out your gasoline use in your engine too much, over a prolonged time, you can
burn a valve or your piston rings, just like in the use of too much HHOO or HHO gas.
I highly recommend you take my very good advice. Be patient and do things the safe way! If you
research around HHO forums, you will find many patient folks that have done the same. Some
report up to 65% better MPG without ever fooling around with any of their sensors, only using an
HHO or HHOO generator!

Q - What will you do this winter to protect your HHOO cell Eddie?
A - Well I froze my cell to do a test to see how well it defrosted once powered. The test was very
positive and it was making gas after a few minutes. The test was done in the spring. When I designed
my cell I kept in mind the winter here, it is a very harsh winter here in Minnesota and it is not
uncommon to see the temps drop below -40 degrees. So I decided to give my self the option to quickly
be able to remove my cell, it only takes me 5 seconds to remove it from the truck, and take it inside to
save all the potential wear and tear in the constant refreezing of my cell. Also I could insulate the
canister to help the cell in very low temps with an R32 insulation material.
This truck is driven less than 5 miles each way, every day by my wife. Most other trips are similar in
distances, we don't drive much or far. So keeping the cell inside will not help much once the cell has
lost it's HHOO gas from being disconnected as far as short trips are concerned. My best option is to
insulate the cell well. That way I still get HHOO gas on demand for the common short trips we take,

and there is no waiting time for the cell to defrost or replenish the HHOO gas after being
disconnected.
So, more pictures and details are coming for that insulation job! If required!
Winter update! As of 12/15/08 So far so good, I have ruined nothing, and all is working as intended.
So no, I have not made any changes to my system for winter. Plain Jane city tap water frozen solid! I
have had temps below minus -37 Fahrenheit, wind chill included! Yet all works great! I will update
all of you if I need to change anything due to winter related issues. If you are concerned with an
expensive
container, or HHOO system getting trashed, you may want to mix your water with 50/50 windshield
washer solution or greater if colder in your area. Then make sure your startup amps are corrected
with electrolyte as required. I have had reports that this works great to keep cells from freezing!

Q - Why do you use salt for an electrolyte if chlorine is such a toxic of a gas Eddie?
A - Well to be honest, tap water has not just chlorine in it but, chloramine, Viagra, antidepressant,
high blood pressure medication, hormones, anti pregnancy chemicals, lead, mercury, carcinogens,
benzine, fluoride, pain thinners, caustic drain cleaners, rat poison, sometimes even DDT and a host
of many other nice little creepy stuff in it. People drink that garbage every day of the year.
I meticulously filter all my drinking and cooking water with activated charcoal because I do not
drink that mind deadening garbage. I recommend you do the same and maybe you will find a clearer
side to your thought capabilities.
I would like to take a moment to explain to you that chlorine is an oxidizer / catalyst for combustion
too. I would also like to take another moment to explain to you that natural chlorine from table salt
gas dissipates almost instantly in the atmosphere. Much like HHO gas does. I would like to also take
a moment to explain to you that sodium or salt is one of the chosen non acidic electrolyte elements
for electrolysis. Acidic electrolytes act like a battery in your water and preserve electrons much
longer than you want and raise your water temperature. That raises your amperage use and that
raises your temperatures.
The truth is that the naturally evaporating ocean makes natural occurring chlorine gas and by far
more than I do. This table salt or sodium is a very common natural occurring element very
abundant in our atmosphere and terrestrial matter and substances. We humans are made of better
than 96% salt water, we put salt on most things we eat. Most of our clothes and many other things
we touch day to day have been extensively treated with salt & chlorine. So when I make a very, very
small amount of natural sodium chlorine gas I do not feel in the least guilty or bad.
Now if you are confusing natural chlorine from salt with things like chlorine CFC's that are
extremely bad for the ozone and toxic in small amounts down to parts per million, then you are
correct about that kind of toxicity and laws have been passed to OUT LAW THAT!
I do not inject any highly toxic green gases into my engine.

Yes I use bleach on my white underwear too!
So to all those MORONS that use highly toxic crystallized drain cleaner as an electrolyte, or any
other toxic chemicals that they can not consume internally, if you have the balls to please sprinkle a
little on your french fries and come later to talk to me about my table salt usage!
That's right MORONS, if you just think of saving money and making HHO gas like there no
tomorrow, there probably is no tomorrow for someone as ignorant as you... jejejeje Enough said!
We are all worth saving. I sincerely hope I did not offend someone. jejejeje...

Q - Why should I make sure my clear hose has no water from steam in it Eddie?
A - Well if you have heat problems you will make water steam that will re-condensate in the clear
hose into water and the water will plug up your clear hose during winter as the water will freeze
solid. Then you will get no HHOO or HHO gas to your engine.

Q - Eddie I am having many problems making my HHO or HHOO system work correctly, my cell
makes no bubbles in the bubbler, the water is too hot, the electrical connections are very hot, I keep
blowing fuses, my water disappears after a short time what should I do?
A - Well you need to go back, watch the videos again and read the free e-book again until you get it
right. I am sure that all your HHOO or HHO cell problems can be solved this way as I publish all
pertinent questions in the Q & A sections of the e-book or have discussed it somewhere on the free ebook or free video. If you do not find your answers to your HHOO or HHO cell system that way
e-mail me. Any relevant question will be answered and posted on this free e-book for the benefit of
everyone.
When it comes to your specific engine computer and sensors, you will need to download the free how
to tune your engine for HHO & HHOO gas in PDF format on my website download links to find
your answers, or do your own research on the internet for your specific engine year and model
sensor modifications. If you e-mail me asking on sensors other that an S10 of comparable year and
make, your e-mail can not be answered.

Q - Why should I trust anything you write or say Eddie?
A - Well to be honest, I do not give a rats ass what you believe. No one that I know of with the
exception of the designer of the public Smack booster PDF that I offer here for free download up to
now in the HHO community has put such an informative video - PDF package together FREE for

the community, using their own time, money, experiments, materials, testing, real world commercial
technical experience and all my endless resources to save you yours. I do not sell snake oil either!
Further more, I personally recommend you believe nothing you read or hear anywhere regardless of
how much you paid some dirt bag for the information, that is very old and belongs to you anyway,
and do your own research as I have done, specially if you are a debunker, I used to be one too....

All relevant questions on HHOO or HHO systems
will be answered on this free PDF
Regardless of how many updates this PDF may require!
E-mail support has ended for this project!

New HHOO Cell section designed for 24/7 extended running,
professional drivers, truckers & farmers you should read this!
Q - What kind of HHOO cell would you make for a diesel 18 wheeler that needs to run for a
minimum of 20 hours daily and 7 days a week Eddie?
A - This system I designed to run professionally 24/7 with service intervals of 24 hours, 1,500 miles
or 1 month, whatever comes first. Use this cell with city tap water only and you must not add
electrolytes to the water to maintain proper operating temperatures! Try not to use distilled, lake,
river water in this unit, it should be city tap water! Or you will make little HHOO gas and need some
electrolyte to compensate for the water softness!

Continued with pictures below.

Well to be honest, I would buy a 5 gallon white plastic bucket with a good tight sealing lid.

Here is a 5 gallon professional stationary HHO cell I have built. The difference in this cell and what
I have recommended in the rest of this section is, where the array is mounted and the array being an
HHO gas array ( + - + - + - + - + ) and mounted electrical connections 1.5" inches below the
container lip or top edge. This is an extended Pro 24/7 running cell for making HHO fuel inside the
house. See the video I have made for this cell and about this cell...
For a hybrid 18 wheeler, farm tractor or any other engine, you want an HHOO gas cell.
Your HHOO gas plate array should be setup like this ( + - + + - + + - + ) with the electrical
connections mounted at about 3" inches below the bucket top lip. The water level would be about
4.5" inches below the bucket top lip. All else (gas out fitting) is the same!
A few more pictures.
This cell is designed to las 3 years and driven 16,000 miles per year!!!

E-mail support has ended for this project!

This cell is designed to las 3 years and driven 16,000 miles per year!!!

E-mail support has ended for this project!

This cell is designed to las 3 years and driven 16,000 miles per year!!!

Build specification for these Pro cells continues.
Install a 9 / totally non-magnetic 304 SS plate array. Each SS plate would be 3 1/2" inch wide by 7
1/2" inch tall. Plates arrayed using 3 negative and 6 positive plates for HHOO gas. In this
arrangement; + - + + - + + - + as in one negative plate sandwiched in between two positive plates.
All on one set of connecting SS bolts for the electrical connections and all plates separated by 1/8"
of an inch of plastic washers, all plates held together with plastic bolts and nuts. Also keep the last 2
inches of the top, where the electrical connecting SS bolts are, out of the electrolysis water. Much
like my 3 plate cell just in a 5 gallon bucket. Just more plates.
You will need a horizontal plastic spacer / shim / small tupperware container / or small stand from
the bottom of the closest SS plate or plates to the side of the bucket to steady or support the whole SS
cell array!!! Or you can mount your SS array centered inside a smaller tupperware container using
no lid with lots of large holes drilled all around in the tupperware container for proper water
circulation and mount the whole thing to the side of the bucket with your SS connecting 6" inch
long by 1/4" thick bolts at the same time you mount your cell array to the bucket.
The bucket should be filled with tap water to about 5" inches from the top using no electrolyte. The
HHOO cell array should be mounted to the bucket at 3" inches from the top lip of the bucket. This
will keep your SS connections out of the water. Then the 5" inch line would be your max fill line.

This setup would require draining and refilling with tap water every 1,500 miles or so. But I
recommend that you check your water level and temps at every stop to start and every fill up until
you get the hang of tap water consumption and temps on your setup!
You must use SS nuts & washers plus silicone through all bolt penetrations on the bucket & on the
tupperware mounting canister to hold your array steady you do not need to silicone the tupperware
container but you must use separate SS washers and nuts to hold everything steady if you go that
route. All bucket penetrations must be sealed tight with aquarium adhesive / silicone! Check the
whole thing for air leaks before you power it up!
I would use 2 - 3/8" inch inside diameter - 90 degree plastic identical gas out and gas in fittings for
the HHOO gas distribution. Straight plastic gas fittings may work too. 1 at the bucket well sealed
with silicone adhesive and 1 at the air cleaner well sealed with silicone adhesive also. The gas out
plastic fitting mounted on the bucket needs to be as close to the top of the bucket as possible. I would
recommend that there be 3" inches of air space at least below your gas out plastic fitting.
Then route 3/8" inch inside diameter clear plastic hose to your air cleaner from the bucket.
Remember all electrical connections to the plates inside your canister & bucket and electrical system
connections must be tight and inspected frequently! Any spark inside your bucket will make a very
large badaboom!
If you are forced to run your tractor rig in the very hot climates & deserts during the day time for
long periods of time you will need to install 1" inch wide by 8" inch tall by a 1/8" inch thick plain
smooth copper straps as heat sinks centered vertically on the out side of your bucket. Silicone these
to the out side of your bucket with aquarium adhesive / sealing silicone every 4 to 6 inches apart
around the bucket! This will compensate for prolonged 95 degree plus weather and extended 24/7
running in that heat .
I would leave 5" inches in the top of the bucket, un-filled with tap water, my plates up above the
water 2" inches, create an upward water trap as seen in my setup pictures and mount all
components off the side of the bucket. This way if it blows for some goof up, you will not harm your
HHO cell or components.
I would install first on my clear hose a 3/8" inch gas check valve at the injection point, for instant
HHOO gas, 4" inches from the air cleaner intake and install a flash back arrestor in series just after
the plastic gas check valve to the air cleaner gas in plastic connection. So you would have at the air
cleaner the end of your clear hose, a 3/8" inch barbed gas check valve, another short piece of clear
hose, then the 3/8" inch barbed flash back arrestor, or an inline one as on my videos, another short
piece of clear hose then connected to your air cleaner gas injection plastic fitting.
These flash back arrestors should always be tested with a small amount of HHOO gas to be working
correctly. Yes, you will need to attempt to badaboom your bucket. Fill your bucket with as much
water as it will hold and just below your gas out fitting to test it and not create a large badaboom!
Let your HHOO cell run for 30 minutes no place near your tractor, you can use a decent 10 amp
minimum battery charger for this experiment, just cover the charger up with some plastic just before

you attempt to detonate your flash arrestor so the charger does not over heat or get wet and make
sure you are far or at least 15' feet would probably be great from your bucket and you may want to
use some hearing protection, then stick an open flame at the end of a scrap piece of clear hose
connected on to your flash arrestor! This will minimize the amount of explosive gas and the
badaboom if the arrestor does not perform correctly. No matter whether you buy one or make one,
you need to test it. Or you may scare the poop out of some poor unsuspecting driver running next to
your rig on the road or worse cause and accident!
I would make 2 holes - 3" inches in diameter grilled like a plumbing drain grill, penetrations in the
sides of the bin or saddle were I installed the HHOO generator for adequate ventilation. You may
want to be able to close these partially during the winter. But you need to be the final judge on what
proper ventilation is required for your specific installation place.
Wire the whole thing with #10 stranded copper wire, all in a proper plastic automotive electrical
harness ,with a 30 amp inline fuse, a / on - off 30 amp switch & a / 30 amp ignition relay to
shutdown the system when the engine is not running.
I would also install an amp meter in the drivers cab to monitor the system amperage use. I would
then install a temp gauge to monitor not just the amps used but the actual HHOO cell water
temperature in the drivers cab.
You will need to build a small corral or system to keep your bucket in place at all times and that
should be easy enough in a bin or saddle area. Perhaps a SS strap with wing nuts or locking clips
for easy service and inspection of your HHOO gas system.
I would also install a good 3/8" inch minimum drain fitting and hose on the bucket to drain to the
exterior of the cell mounting area with a good sealing cap or cover, and a good 1/2 minimum fill
fitting and hose with a good sealing cap or cover for easy service without having to remove the
bucket from the bin every time it need new water. Be creative, this will save you time and work. You
want to make it as easy as possible to drain and fill your bucket fast and easily with any fuel station
water hose. Then power your cell and look at your amps used cold and adjust for water softness as
required. These cells should start with cold water say 75 degrees at 1 amp per plate, or 9 amps for a
9 plate array. They should never exceed 2 amps per plate or 18 amps for a 9 plate array, even after
running 24 hours non stop the cell.
I do not recommend arrays larger than 9 cell plates as described in a 5 gallon bucket. This setup
should use no electrolytes when possible! City tap water only is best! If you do not adhere to these
recommendations and the amps per SS plate draw recommendations, you will more than likely kick
yourself as soon as the thermal heat problems begin and you will find this out over the road. If you
need to make 2 separate HHOO cell units & buckets, if you have the space and I know you do, by all
means have at it. Install 2 of these complete unitary puppies. Probably cost you under a $1,000 US
for 2 complete systems. Pay you back with better MPG, less engine maintenance in no time at all!
HHOO gas burns much more cleaner as it is very close to a 2:2 ratio of hydrogen & oxygen and is
more electrically efficiently than regular HHO gas cell that is 2:1 hydrogen & oxygen, and I would
use no electrolyte in the water. Oxygen molecules are the oxidizer / catalyst for internal combustion
engines. This would save amps, thermal heat problems, diesel fuel and give you a very green and

clean running bad as* diesel rig mister or miss trucker, or farmer!
If you wish to change my HHOO cell design to a positive then negative cell plate array for regular
HHO gas production, use only 8 plates of the same size that I have Rx -ed for an HHOO system.
Keep in mind that you can always reverse your electrical connections at the bucket end to make very
powerful and unconventional Hydrogen & Oxygen mixture to the tune of about 12:3 ratio or 12
parts hydrogen to 3 parts oxygen with the 9 plate array. If you go with my HHOO system. I would
stick to the design as is if I where you. Trust me! But theres always free will...
I wont go into all the extra hill climbing power your rig will have on those long 7% grades up hill.
jejejeje... Or how much engine wear and tear this HHOO design will save you. I think you got all
that already!
You would help save the Earth and your wallet from the toxic criminal gasoline & diesel monopolies
that are hurting everyone, but truckers & farmers first! Consumers second and all by design. We
have enough natural gas in the world to run every piece of equipment on Earth for many hundreds
of years, yet they have steered by design all of us to a gasoline and diesel fossil fuels & monopolizing
economy. If we allow them to keep monopolizing us into a corner, the hydrogen monopolizing
economy will be next!
That will give an incredible HHOO gas boost for even the largest 18 wheeler or tractor piggy backs,
a 24/7 running ability, without thermal problems. I would install the whole thing in one of the
exterior compartment bins, use 3/8" inch inside diameter clear hose and run the hose a minimum of
15' feet through a cool atmospheric area to re-condensate any possible steam & cool the gas down
before the gas check valve and a flash back arrestor and inject the gas at the air cleaner canister of
the air intake far from the turbo system. There at the air cleaner filter canister of your truck you can
just harmlessly drip out any water that may have reached that point.
I would even install a water separator like in a compressor at the end of a 6' foot water trap near the
installation place of the cell.
Your clear hose must be clear during winter to prevent freezing of water in the hose and blocking
your HHOO gas. You accomplish this by running a nice cool HHOO cell with a good water trap and
water separator, maintaining good ventilation and amps as recommended. Just like my setup on my
S10...
You would maybe need to tweak a sensor or two to optimize your MPG savings. I will leave that up to
you as every engine and tractor is slightly different when we talk about sensors that need tweaking
for leaning out the diesel consumption of your specific year and model engine.
I suspect that the average trucker can build one of these units for HHOO gas cell in his garage and
off time for less than $500.00 US! Using nothing but the best materials & gauges of course.

Q - What kind of water should I use in your HHOO cell Eddie?

A - Well I use city tap water from the faucet in my kitchen. I am currently using no electrolyte with
my new HHOO system. I open the cell, tighten electrical connections, rinse clean only, inspect the
cell plates and change my water about every 1 month on my cell or every 1,500 miles. What ever
occurs first.
If you use collected rain water, you should need nothing else in your water for your cell to run
properly. This rain water has natural nitrogen as an electrolyte and is perfect for HHO or HHOO
cells.
If you use water from a well, stream, river or a lake you will want to add some very small amounts
electrolyte to get the cell to use 1 amp max per plate size that I have described when the cell is cold
or 70 degrees Fahrenheit.
The cell should not exceed 2 amps max per plate when ran even for 24 hours, this is per plate size
that I have described.
If you use natural sea salt water, you will need to mix it with fresh drinking water to achieve the
same amperage draws as with well, stream, river or a lake water when the cell is cold or hot.
Nor should your cell ever run past 160 degrees Fahrenheit even after running non stop for 24
hours.
Nor should your cell electrical connections ever run past 160 degrees Fahrenheit even after running
non stop for 24 hours.

Everyone else can use this new HHOO cell design too!
This exact same system that I have designed above for professional drivers with only 6 SS plates and
in a 2.5 gallon bucket for cooler weather conditions or 3.5 gallon bucket for hotter weather
conditions or the use of small amounts of electrolyte will work great for any v8 engine in extended
24/7 non stop service. For a v6 you could do a 3 or 5 plate array, on a 4 cylinder engine I would
recommend a 3 SS plate system in either a 6 quart tupperware container like I have on the video or a
2.5 gallon white bucket...
Examples for Pro HHOO cell plates in detail, water amount, amps used, service intervals, and much
more specs below;
Take note that my cell plates are 31/2" inches wide by 7 1/2" tall, thickness of plates does not effect
anything except wear or lifespan of the plates, and for each plate of this recommended size used
there is a specified water type and amount and amperage per plate to be used. I recommend a
minimum of a third = 1/3 of a gallon of plane Jane city tap water when possible per plate of these
sizes, and a startup amps of each cell plate of the recommended size in cool water of 1 amp max per
plate, and after 24 hours of non stop use of these HHOO cells and plate systems, you should not
exceed 2 amps per plate size recommended.
*** 3 plate system as recommended for any 4 cylinder and 6 cylinder engine;

1) 3 plates - 3 1/2" wide by 7 1/2" tall, plates of any thickness (I use .50 thick plates, very thin,
lifespan of this thickness plates without the use of electrolyte is about 3 years). If you change the
plate sizes use the corresponding square inches you used for calculation of amps and water needs.
Plate thickness has no relevance to plate sizes, but the other specified dimensions do. I would stick to
the tried and true design as stated for sizes if I where you...
2) Keep the electrical connections of bolts sized 3/16" inch thickness to the cell plates up and out of
the water a minimum of 1" inch, but 1 1/2" inches above the water level is the correct out of water
level for the plates connections to use (for improved lifespan and wear of electrical connection &
fasteners). This also keeps the efficiency of the amps flowing to the plates and not shorting out the
connections, or bolts in the water. You do not want to create electrolysis at the electrical connections
or bolts as you will lose cell efficiency.
3) All plates staggered a minimum of 3/4" of an inch, but not to exceed 1" inch to the sides or off
center (see my pictures or video for a visual reference). This helps in the re-collection of any wild
electrons or protons in the water or same soup, and gives you more gas for amps used and greatly
improves your cells efficiency.
4) 3 amps max cell consumption of current with fresh & cool city tap water on first startup or after
water changes or cell service intervals (if you use other water than city tap water, correct the water
softness and startup amps with electrolyte of your choice).
5) 6.5 amps max consumption of current after running this cell for a non stop period of 24 hours
and no service in between (these Pro HHOO cells are made to run continuously 24/7, 1,500 miles, 1
month or if cell water temp reaches it's maximum temp of 160 degrees for this cell design or what
ever comes first before requiring a service interval or water changes).
6) 3 plate Pro HHOO cells require a minimum of 1 gallon of plane Jane city tap water to function as
designed. (increase to 1 1/2 gallons of city tap water or more if necessary in very hot climates or
regions if you can not get adequate cooling ventilation to the cell, and also if you choose to use any
electrolyte to exceed or pass the recommended max amps, or service & refill the cell at max 160
degrees intended water temp as per my design). Copper straps as heat sinks, siliconed on the outside
of the cell container alleviate desert heat conditions also. 160 degrees is the max cell temp!
7) 4" inch air space is recommended at top of cell, between the water level and the lid (helps keep
water out of a water trap while the vehicle is in motion and the water return of the gas cooling recondensation areas of your water trap and hose).
8) Gas out fitting, centered at about 1 1/2" inch below container top edge with 1/4" gas out fittings
and hose for a 3 plate cell.
9) I recommend a good tall water trap and gas cooling & re-condensation area just outside of the
container gas out fitting for improved gas cooling and water return and water retention to the cell
(see my water trap pictures on the e-book for a good visual reference of my 3' foot tall water trap,
works great).
10) Service cell by emptying old water safely if you use toxic electrolyte, rinse well the cell plates and
container insides, check electrical connections to be tight and prevent explosions, check for canister
wear, dents, chafing wear, melting and any potential HHOO gas leaks of any type visually, check
inspect your flash suppressor if you have one installed, check your startup amps to meet your
specified cell plates as designed, in this case 3 amps max for a fresh water refill and service, reinstall
your cell electrical connections, gas out hose, any hold downs for cell, all as you had it installed
before the service interval.

E-mail support has ended for this project!

*** 6 plate system as recommended for any 6 cylinder and 8 cylinder engine;
1) 6 plates - 3 1/2" wide by 7 1/2" tall, plates of any thickness (I use .50 thick plates, very thin,
lifespan of this thickness plates without the use of electrolyte is about 3 years). If you change the
plate sizes use the corresponding square inches you used for calculation of amps and water needs.
Plate thickness has no relevance to plate sizes, but the other specified dimensions do. I would stick to
the tried and true design as stated for sizes if I where you...
2) Keep the electrical connections of bolts sized 3/16" inch thickness to the cell plates up and out of
the water a minimum of 1" inch, but 1 1/2" inches above the water level is the correct out of water
level for the plates connections to use (for improved lifespan and wear of electrical connection &
fasteners). This also keeps the efficiency of the amps flowing to the plates and not shorting out the
connections, or bolts in the water. You do not want to create electrolysis at the electrical connections
or bolts as you will lose cell efficiency.
3) All plates staggered a minimum of 3/4" of an inch, but not to exceed 1" inch to the sides or off
center (see my pictures or video for a visual reference). This helps in the re-collection of any wild
electrons or protons in the water or same soup, and gives you more gas for amps used and greatly
improves your cells efficiency.
4) 6 amps max cell consumption of current with fresh & cool city tap water on first startup or after
water changes or cell service intervals (if you use other water than city tap water, correct the water
softness and startup amps with electrolyte of your choice).
5) 13 amps max consumption of current after running this cell for a non stop period of 24 hours and
no service in between (these Pro HHOO cells are made to run continuously 24/7, 1,500 miles, 1
month or if cell water temp reaches it's maximum temp of 160 degrees for this cell design or what
ever comes first before requiring a service interval or water changes).
6) 6 plate Pro HHOO cells require a minimum of 2 gallon of plane Jane city tap water to function as
designed. (increase to 3 gallons of city tap water or more if necessary in very hot climates or regions
if you can not get adequate cooling ventilation to the cell, and also if you choose to use any
electrolyte to exceed or pass the recommended max amps, or service & refill the cell at max 160
degrees intended water temp as per my design). Copper straps as heat sinks, siliconed on the outside
of the cell container alleviate desert heat conditions also. 160 degrees is the max cell temp!
7) 4" inch air space is recommended at top of cell, between the water level and the lid (helps keep
water out of a water trap while the vehicle is in motion and the water return of the gas cooling recondensation areas of your water trap and hose).
8) Gas out fitting, centered at about 1 1/2" inch below container top edge with 3/8" gas out fittings
and hose for a 6 plate cell.
9) I recommend a good tall water trap and gas cooling & re-condensation area just outside of the
container gas out fitting for improved gas cooling and water return and water retention to the cell
(see my water trap pictures on the e-book for a good visual reference of my 3' foot tall water trap,
works great).
10) Service cell by emptying old water safely if you use toxic electrolyte, rinse well the cell plates and
container insides, check electrical connections to be tight and prevent explosions, check for canister
wear, dents, chafing wear, melting and any potential HHOO gas leaks of any type visually, check
inspect your flash suppressor if you have one installed, check your startup amps to meet your
specified cell plates as designed, in this case 6 amps max for a fresh water refill and service, reinstall
your cell electrical connections, gas out hose, any hold downs for cell, all as you had it installed
before the service interval.

*** 9 plate system as recommended for any 18 wheeler and all large farming or commercial
engines;
1) 9 plates - 3 1/2" wide by 7 1/2" tall, plates of any thickness (I use .50 thick plates, very thin,
lifespan of this thickness plates without the use of electrolyte is about 3 years). If you change the
plate sizes use the corresponding square inches you used for calculation of amps and water needs.
Plate thickness has no relevance to plate sizes, but the other specified dimensions do. I would stick to
the tried and true design as stated for sizes if I where you...
2) Keep the electrical connections of bolts sized 1/4" inch thickness to the cell plates up and out of
the water a minimum of 1" inch, but 1 1/2" inches above the water level is the correct out of water
level for the plates connections to use (for improved lifespan and wear of electrical connection &
fasteners). This also keeps the efficiency of the amps flowing to the plates and not shorting out the
connections, or bolts in the water. You do not want to create electrolysis at the electrical connections
or bolts as you will lose cell efficiency.
3) All plates staggered a minimum of 3/4" of an inch, but not to exceed 1" inch to the sides or off
center (see my pictures or video for a visual reference). This helps in the re-collection of any wild
electrons or protons in the water or same soup, and gives you more gas for amps used and greatly
improves your cells efficiency.
4) 9 amps max cell consumption of current with fresh & cool city tap water on first startup or after
water changes or cell service intervals (if you use other water than city tap water, correct the water
softness and startup amps with electrolyte of your choice).
5) 19 amps max consumption of current after running this cell for a non stop period of 24 hours and
no service in between (these Pro HHOO cells are made to run continuously 24/7, 1,500 miles, 1
month or if cell water temp reaches it's maximum temp of 160 degrees for this cell design or what
ever comes first before requiring a service interval or water changes).
6) 9 plate Pro HHOO cells require a minimum of 3 gallon of plane Jane city tap water to function as
designed. (increase to 4+ gallons or your max fill line on your container of city tap water in very hot
climates or regions if you can not get adequate cooling ventilation to the cell, and also if you choose
to use any electrolyte to exceed or pass the recommended max amps, or service & refill the cell at
max 160 degrees intended water temp as per my design). Copper straps as heat sinks, siliconed on
the outside of the cell container alleviate desert heat conditions also. 160 degrees is the max cell
temp!
7) 4" to 3" inch air space is recommended at top of cell, between the water level and the lid (helps
keep water out of a water trap while the vehicle is in motion and the water return of the gas cooling
re-condensation areas of your water trap and hose).
8) Gas out fitting, centered at about 1 1/2" inch below container top edge with 3/8" gas out fittings
and hose for a 9 plate cell.
9) I recommend a good tall water trap and gas cooling & re-condensation area just outside of the
container gas out fitting for improved gas cooling and water return and water retention to the cell
(see my water trap pictures on the e-book for a good visual reference of my 3' foot tall water trap,
works great).
10) Service cell by emptying old water safely if you use toxic electrolyte, rinse well the cell plates and
container insides, check electrical connections to be tight and prevent explosions, check for canister
wear, dents, chafing wear, melting and any potential HHOO gas leaks of any type visually, check
inspect your flash suppressor if you have one installed, check your startup amps to meet your
specified cell plates as designed, in this case 9 amps max for a fresh water refill and service, reinstall
your cell electrical connections, gas out hose, any hold downs for cell, all as you had it installed
before the service interval.

Small HHO cell warning & disclosure section!
If you own a small HHO cell that holds very little water, the appropriate temperatures that I have
found to work well in extended 24/7 non stop running are between 130 and 140 degrees Fahrenheit.
This will stop the injection of water steam into your engine and is no more harmful than a 90%
atmospheric humidity day or a very rainy day, when used with the cooling and water trap area for re
condensation!
I have seen only a couple of custom made HHO or HHOO cells and mine that you see in the video is
one of them that can stand 24/7 running and no commercially available HHO cells that can stand
up to 24/7 non stop running without overheating, melting or injecting water steam into an engine.
My HHOO cell has been extensively tested for 24/7 non stop running, and I do not inject water
steam into my engine with the Rx that I have provided for truckers, farmers and everyone else, that's
what I run. A commercial 24/7 sustainable HHOO cell with only 3 SS plates. That's right I burn
HHOO as I have recommended to the professional drivers using city tap water and no electrolyte.
If you are losing water fast, keep in mind that 1 gallon of water makes about 1833 gallons of HHO
gas. You should not need to add water to your HHO cell every couple of hours even if it only holds 1
quart, it should go for many miles or days without adding water. I recommend you stop at once and
mitigate your thermal problems as you will in my opinion cause damage to your engine with water
steam injection.

For Gods sake people, stop using metal pipe, PVC pipe or glass to
make your HHO, HHOO cells and bubbler's. They are in my
opinion very dangerous! Just think of a pipe or glass bomb going
off in your face!
For all you out there that bought the magnetronic super sonic HHO sperminator, that's a lot of hard
earned cash for SS washers! All very nicely packaged in a very nice PIPE! At best you can get the
free Iraq make over if you goof up without ever enlisting in the armed forces. I believe that dead
people can claim no warranty either if you goof up at worst. You would have been better off with
$30.00 of SS washers, bolts, nuts, cheap hose, some clear silicone, some rag tag wire and one of
your moms tupperware canisters.
I have yet to see anything I would pay even $20.00 bucks for as a pre- made HHO unit out there.
You only need a little HHO or HHOO gas to make a huge difference in your MPG, emissions,
engine power & performance! But people insist that they need more HHO, more HHO.
I need more HHO...
You need to test your HHO unit for 2 weeks before you can claim no gains or gains. First find your
HHO or HHOO gas curve, and get actual gains before you spend more money on sensors!
All my MPG test are done in 100 mile tests or more, using the same gas pump, and on the highway!
Then there are the sensors much later.

This FREE e-book is an ongoing project for me.
So keep an eye out for more information to come very soon!

E-mail support has ended for this project!

3 random gasoline stations tested for dispensing accuracy!
I have bought a 5 gallon gasoline can and used very exact measurements to certify that the gasoline
can has an accurate 5 US gallon fill line to randomly test the local gasoline stations dispensing
accuracy.

The results have been a very large disappointment!
The pump that I have been using to do 80% of my MPG tests was dispensing 10% less than the
pump shows!!! Keep in mind I used the same pump at the same station on 80% of my MPG tests!
This means that when I thought I had just paid for 10 gallons of gasoline I had only received 9
gallons! At least 80% of my MPG tests are 10% better than stated in this e-book due to this!
I will not and have not corrected these numbers specially this late in the MPG testing!

People can you afford to pay extra for gasoline you did not get?
Then I went around my small town testing random gasoline stations and choosing a random pump
at a random station! I did this to see how many accurate or honest gasoline stations there were in
my small town...
Every gasoline station I tested was inaccurate in the dispensing any where from 7% + to 12% + and
the total was 3 randomly tested stations, then I gave up on finding an accurate or honest one!
Besides I had just filled my truck tank and gas can with a lot of very expensive and inaccurately
dispensed gasoline!
People take and certify a gas can accurately and do the same and you will find similar results!
Take a video camera with you and video tape your testing of your local gasoline stations dispensing
accuracy and if you get less than you pay for, call the police right then and there and file a police
complaint! Show the police the tape but do not give it to them and make a BIG STINK!
Then call your state weights and measures inspector and file a complaint with them and tell them
you video taped the pumping at a gas station with your personal certified gasoline can to prove the
inaccuracy in dispensing and demand they re-certify that gas stations pumps, all of them!
The most accurate gasoline station tested was 7% + wrong and it was not in my favor, non of them
were pumping extra or free gasoline in my favor as a matter of fact!
If you do not believe me do your own accurate pump quantity dispensing testing!
Gasoline stations have been getting away with this for ever and we need to put a stop to this!
I do not know even 1 person that does not care if they pay for 10 gallons of gasoline and only get 9
gallons of gasoline or worse!

Blow the whistle on these stations and demand what you paid for people!
*Update* In the past months, I have found some accurate pumps, finally !!!

How to make proper inline flash arrestors and flame suppressors.
Making proper safety inline flash or flame arrestors and suppressors is very simple and easy. You
may want to watch the video I have made showing this very simple procedure. On the video I test the
new flash suppressor for functionality. No explosions after the flash arrestor was exposed to a flame
and filled HHO gas container.
First you need some fine bronze wool. You can find this at most marine hardware stores. Then I take
a piece from the pad and roll it in my hands like clay. Once it is rolled to the thickness of the inside
of the hose it will go in, then I find a cigarette filter butt without the paper wrapping. Then I stuff
the wool in to a short piece of hose at the end required. I pack the bronze wool lightly but firmly so it
is snug but not too tight. Then I stuff the cigarette filter butt again well packed but not too tight. I
use either a drill bit or a heavy wire to do this packing in the hose. I keep both the bronze wool and
the filter butt at one end of the hose so I can connect it to the device that needs a flash or flame
suppressed. You may need to remove some of the filter butt fibers to fit your hose snug but not tight.
Then I blow air through the flash arrestor to make sure I have not restricted the air or gas flow too
much. If it is too hard to blow through the hose with the flash arrestors components installed, you
will know it is too tightly packed and you need to remove them and re-pack them in, snug bit not
tight. Test your gas flow with your generator and a bubbler. You can see these at work on the video.

Here are some pictures of this below.
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Medium and fine bronze wool both work fine!

Medium and fine bronze wool both work fine!
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Medium and fine bronze wool both work fine!

See the video for flash suppressors to see this device at work under real explosive conditions.
It works very well. Medium and fine bronze wool both work fine!
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How to make a continuous 12 volt 24 amps DC self regulated
power supply for bench testing HHO & HHOO cells without the
use of a charger or battery!
I have made a video detailing how to do this that you may want to also watch.

First you will need an - ATX form factor 500 watt to 700 watt rated personal computer power supply
or power pack. You can get these over the internet or at your local computer parts store. I paid
$16.00 dollars delivered for this one over the internet some time back. I used a 550 watt.

E-mail support has ended for this project!

When you buy one of these power supplies you will find a harness coming out of a big chocker
of wires on the opposite end of where you plug in to the house wall outlet, find on the many plugs
the one that is just like this one on the pic. This plug is what plugs into your mother board main plug
and it is easily located because it is the only one like it.
Flip the plug so it looks as it does on this pic. You will notice it has a plastic clip on the left side of
the plug and none on the other side of the plug. On the clip side if you count 4 connections up you
should find a green wire, this wire maybe of another color depending on the manufacturer. On the
right side that has no plastic clip you count 5 connections up and there you should find a black wire,
this wire maybe of another color depending on the manufacturer. These power supplies are UL
certified and should use the exact same colors I have illustrated in the pics as the harnesses and wire
colors are supposedly industry standardized. But no one knows when you buy these what you will get
until you open it. If in doubt, open the box at the store. Make a jumper connection to these 2
connections as a bridge so they are electrically connected. Once they are connected power up your
power supply and your fans on the power supply should start up and turn. These 2 wires need to be
connected together to fool the power supply that the power switch in front of the computer has been
turned on and that is what powers the power supply. Once this connection has been made, you plug
the supply to your house wall outlet with the wire that comes in the box with your new power supply
and if you have a switch on the back of the power supply turn it on and confirm that the power
supply does in fact come on.
See next picture and details to continue once you have done this.

Then you locate on the mass wire harness a 4 prong plug like the one in the picture. The yellow wire
is 12 volts positive and the black wire is 12 volt negative. Test these with your volt meter to confirm
you have the correct wires. This is where you get the continuous 12 volt @ 24 amps in my case for
my 550 watt power supply. I deleted the other 2 voltage channels, 3.3 and 5 volts as I do not need
them. Then I removed all the extra wires from the power supply and left only the 2 wires coming out
of all those wires for continuous 12 volt @ 24 amps and these power supplies are self regulated just
like a 12 volt battery. They only supply what your device or cell can draw.
Then I installed longer lead wires and a couple of alligator color coded clips to the correct polarity
wires. There you have it. I highly recommend you see the video I made showing all this for further
clarification.
A few more pics below of the only 2 plugs you need to find on the thick wire harness.
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Very easy to do and you will save much house electricity as these are very energy efficient
compared to a car battery charger. 300% more efficient than a regular battery charger in my case.
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HHOO or HHO Gas Hybrid, IRS Tax Rebate Info & Forms.
I will cut the legal convoluted IRS crap, and give you the skinny on what you are
entitled to, for a Federal tax rebate with your new hybrid in the U.S. But you need to owe taxes!
IRS tax rebate for hybrids are by vehicle weight and as follows;
Up to - $ 5,000 for 8,500 GVWR or lighter
Up to - $ 10,000 for 8,501 to 14,000 GVWR
Up to - $ 25,000 for 14,001 to 26,000 GVWR
Up to - $ 40,000 for 26,001 GVWR and heavier
I recommend that you take all your receipts for your hybrid conversion to your tax
preparing service and claim your cash back with IRS form F8910. If you do your own taxes, here is
the IRS form. Further more, you may be entitled by your state to another tax rebate, so check with
your state tax clerk for your individual state tax rebate on hybrids. But just so you know, the Federal
rebate is the largest one. The IRS form comes with the needed instructions. Confirm everything
before you file, I will not be responsible for your taxes. There is no excuse, why you can not have a
great HHOO cell like me. I personally confirmed all this information with the IRS.
This form can be found in my downloads.
Download the free IRS form F8910 here, I downloaded this form from the IRS
Let uncle Sam pay for your hybrid conversion expenses.
As the scam artist selling junk on the internet advertise, The tax forms are a whopping $39.00 dollar
value, BUT FREE when you buy their trashy cells. Here you buy nothing and the tax forms & info
are just FREE.
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Stop here if you are sensitive...
After this, the story goes down hill...
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Now the ugly truth!
Like I stated on the free companion video, if you are waiting for our fascist government to come and
help you out with the pain you and your family are suffering at the pump, you need to sit in a very
comfortable lazy boy! You need to look no further than hurricane Katrina. The loss of life, the cruel
treatment by our government that did not allow others to enter and help our countrymen and their
families, not even the red cross was allowed in the area for days, for supposedly security reasons.
Many private citizens that saw what was happening took back roads to help the Katrina survivors
and their families in the disaster area. The whole world was watching this despicable misery and
sadness! All the suffering courtesy of our tax dollars at work. The trucks sat a short distance away,
burning tons of fuel as some of the ice so badly needed was melting and more people died!
We all need to take a stand collectively and send our fascist government, the creepy underhanded
automobile manufacturers and the greedy monopolizing corporations a clear message, that they are
all a bunch of greedy CORPO-RATS! We know that there has been a great deal of suppression of
technology, and we collectively take a stand. That the greedy CORPO-RATS of the world will no
longer hose us at their will for the profit of the very, very few CORPO-RATS!
We are human beings dammit!
Folks, I have tens of thousands of hours of research, also having worked directly for the US
government most of my adult life as a over paid but indispensable trouble shooter in the
construction industry, with a look from the inside out and I tell you sincerely, this little HHO system
is only the tip of the iceberg when I honestly speak of the suppression of the technology these
CORPO-RATS have been keeping from us all! Research suppressed technology and you will be very
angry yourself! Blow the whistle on these profiteering greedy CORPO-RATS!
This HHO system is technology from 1839! Others like Nicola Tesla were driven to bankruptcy and
had buildings burned down to the ground to suppress his inventions and steal his technology, only to
have it patented by the greedy CORPO-RATS and then shelved in some hidden corner to collect
dust. All this to keep you buying, where they want you to buy and what they want you to buy, from
whom they want you to buy it from!
Many brave people have died for these CORPO-RATS to keep much, much more,
other technology secret that belongs to us. We the people, we unknowingly pay for research with
our tax dollars and they then steal the technology from us and keep from us!
I am attempting to bring light to the dark truth of these profiteering CORPO-RATS!
The truth folks, needs no help, as it stands on it's own two legs!
Lets collectively level the playing field for humanities sake!
Make HHO, not war for the centralized profit of these CORPO-RATS!
CHANGE YOU CAN COUNT ON, YOU BET!!!

Knowledge is power!
Arm yourself with knowledge!
Do your part in leveling the playing field
for humanities sake against these evil,
greedy, profiteering CORPO-RATS!
If you only knew the half of it folks.
As you all know by now, I have nothing for sale.
I respectfully request that everyone read the patriot act.
We only have a few rights left because these CORPO-RATS have not enacted this whole
unconstitutional, anti- American, anti- citizens rights document, called the patriot act!

Who needs all this govern-mental crap!
I am an easy man to find, I am always home at dinner time!
Now, aren't you glad, that I don't have an opinion about much?

May the force be with you!
"The new revolution of 1776 v2.0"
"We will use our brains and not guns!"

Two political parties, one mission, fill their pockets!
I hope you have enjoyed my free e-book and video.
Eddie Batista
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Greetings to all HHO & HHOO enthusiast!
I have provided an immense amount of free information, and I am sure that it is more
than enough to help you understand in great detail, what I have done to
successfully convert my truck to a hybrid.
If you decide to convert any vehicle to a hybrid at your own risk like I have, I would
suggest that you stay as close as possible to one design that works.
Consciously choosing to serve humanity.
Eddie Batista
You can visit my website for more videos & the latest free e-book posted!
http://eddie-batista.dyndns.org/

E-mail support has ended for this project!
I made this HHOO generator to zero out my emissions, as a working & visual demo for people that
are getting squeezed by the outrageous fuel prices.
Please, feel free to pass this and all the material on my website around to as many people you can.

I plan to keep all this up on the internet for quite some time.
Regardless of what it may cost me.

PEACE PEOPLE!
Don't give up until you drink from the silver cup!
E-mail support has ended for this project!

